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This document provides baseline information about
temporary facilities as alternatives to school construction. More
than 40 individual school districts in 18 States cooperated in a
review of their units. The study scans the problem of temporary
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provisions for a variable number of relocatable units. (Photographs
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PAST EXPERIENCE CLARIFIES THE QUESTIONS

.PIING, tws. It is important to date the first release of this reportperhaps more so
than with most reports.

The subject is a national review of relocatable school facilities. Field research
by Educational Facilities Laboratories began in the spring of 1962. More than 40
individual school districts in 18 states cooperated in the review of their units. Twice
that number supported the study by supplying facts, figures, and opinions, pertinent
to the questions asked.

Portable . . demountable . . mobile . . divisible . . . this report deals with
experience in many school districts, all seeking to answer similar problems of over-
crowding, double-sessions, fluctuating enrollments. While their problems are similar,
the answers in terms of building types, materials, designs, and quality have been as
varied as the locations and climates.

Relocatable classrooms have indeed helped to bail out many a school district
caught in the flood of enrollments and short of time, money, or available sites to deal
with the immediate housing problems.

But the majority of districts quite candidly report that their relocatable units to
date do not approach the functional, cost, or aesthetic qualities to meet their goals.
The practice of designing-building-moving the movable units is obviously in a stum-
bling stage of infancy. Costs are generally higher than were anticipated by the
districts. Appearance and space have often been sacrificed in meeting a low-cost target.

However, by reviewing the successes and failures of programs in the past, it is
clear that within a year or two there could be significant new developments to
improve the over-all picture. The design skills of the architect and school planner
already exist. The technological know-how of industrial suppliers, engineers, and fab-
ricators also exists. Practice in the building field here and abroad is also providing the
experience for testing the skills and materials that will be used.

The X-factor in the equation, then, becomes the school community and adminis-
tration. In order effectively and creatively to plan the use and specific design of relo-
eatable units, administrators need to clarify their aims and standards. The first
question quite logically relates to the need for relocatability. Why should the units be
relocatable? Shifting enrollments? . . . rapidly growing district? . . . or an apparently
cheap solution to a financial squeeze?

Other questions at the head of the list include--Will standards of building
quality and educational utility be maintained? What will it cost to gain the feature of
relocatability? If standards are lowered to achieve lower initial cost, at what point do
we slip from acceptable facilities to scholastic chickencoops? How do relocatable
units stack up against one another (and against permanent facilities) in total evalua-
ti,,n of cost, mobility, educational utility, appearance, maintenance, etc.?

What is past and recorded here has helped clarify some of the questions. The po-
tential for better answers is clear. It is hoped that this urs. report in spring, 1934, will
serve as prologue to improved designs for relocatable facilities in the future.

EDUCATIONAL FACILITIES LADORATOIUES

['ha following fold-out chat collates the statistics based on the experience of 23 *elected school dis-
hkts across the nation which have used relocatable structures. Some were built as recently as the
spring of 1964. Some date back to the Incr.. This sampling of over 10,000 unit classrooms reppe-
setts almost one -third of all "non-permanent facilities' Is war in United States public school system.,
In 1964.

These are the impersonal statistical fat. about the &Mai, types of structures In um, space,
facilities, foundations, initial irsiled costs, and costs to relocate. This is only part of the story. The
Mformation In this chart is ioase-indexed to pages later in the report which include photographs,
sketches, and further Mfonnation regarding the various buildings.
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LOCATION SCHOOL DISTRICT CASE
STUDY

PAGE

ENROLL
MENT

NO.
SCHOOL
PLANTS

TEACHING STATIONS
TOTAL RELOCAT

ABLE
STRUCTURES

TYPE
STRUCTURE
Gower .n Ilia

Atlanta, Ga. Atlanta Public Schools 40 115,154 138 3,535 41 DivisibleMobile (A)

Divisible Mobile
(special) (B)

Chicago, III. Chicago Public Schools 24 536,025 533 20,781 215 DivisibleMobile

Dallas, Texas Dallas Ind. School District 141,700 166 5,509 210 Portable

Detroit, Mich. Detroit Public Schools 44 294,619 300 8,922 170 Portable (A)

Portable
(revised) (B)

Downers Grove, III. Downers Grove Comm. H/Sch. Dist. 33 2,824 1 81 2 Demountable
(experimental)

Grossmont, Cal. Grossmont Union H/School Dist. 49 13,953 9 466 10 Portable

Houston, Texas Houston Indep. School District 210,573 199 7,385 1,210 Portable

Los Angeles, Cal. Los Angeles Unified School District 50 589,529 569 19,950 5,344 Portable

Miami, Fla. Dade County School District 38 193,674 203 7,500 414 Portable
(all 1941.43)

Minneapolis, Minn. Minneapolis Public Schools 32 71,877 99 2,636 24 Portable
(1916.21)(A)

Demountable
(since 1956) (B)

Demountable
(experimental) (C)

New York, N.Y. City of New York Public Schools 56 1,047,800 853 42,393 454 Demountable (A)

Divisible-Mobile (8)

Newark, Ohio Newark Public Schools 28 9,500 19 371 4 Divisible

Norfolk, Va. Norfolk City Schools 55,965 66 1,766 121 Demountable
(1953.60)

DivisibleMobile
(1962)

Oakland, Cal. Oakland Unified School District 50 79,672 90 2,800 700 Portable
(revised)

Oklahoma City, Okla. Oklahoma City Public Schools 54 72,575 106 2,307 138 Portable

Pasadena, Cal. Pasadena Unified School District 49. 30,876 37 1,361 31 Portable
(1955) (A)

Portable (8)

Pittsburgh, Pa. Pittsburgh Public Schools 36 82,362 123 2,571 25 Demountable'
(experimental) (A)

Divisible'.
(experimental) (B)

Richmond, Va. Richmond City Schools 57 44,124 59 1,806 20 Mobile (A)

Divisible-Mobile (B)

San Diego, Cal. San Diegc Unified School District 48 128,008 145 3,995 7110 Portable

St. Louis, Mo. St. Louis School District 46 111,763 146 3,108 Pi Demountable (A)

Demountable (B)

Portable (C)

Tulsa, Okla. Tulsa Public Schools 55 73,544 95 20 415 Portable

Tucson, Ariz. Tucson Public School Dist. No. 1 42 48,120 73 2,016 44 Portable

Upper Marlboro, Md. Prince George's Co. School Dist. 52 90,500 159 4,000 120 Mobile (A)

Demountable (B)

Divisible-Mobile (C)

Slit.

20 x 42
single

20 x 56
single

20 x 40
single

72 32
single

x 711/2
double.

261/, x 66
double

35 x 40
double

25 x 37
single

20 x 60
double

double
28 x 64

20 x 30
single

23 x 30
single

s26ngxle35

3s15441e40

29 x r2
double

20 x 35
single

30 x 72
double

24 x 30
single

20 x 35
single

24 x 36
single

24 x 36
single

27 x 36
single

28 x 32
single

28 x 72
doubm

28 x 72
double

12 x 48
single

20 x 42
single

24 x 40
single

28 x 32
single

28 x 32
single

28 x 32
single

24 x 68
iouble

24 x 32+
single

11 x 40
single

221/2 x 331/2
single

20 x 35
single

RELOCATABLE SCHOOL FACILITIES NATIONAL SURVEY 1952-1964 EDUCATIONAL FACILIT4S LABORATORIES



LOOR INSTRUCT. NO TOTAL
SPACE SPACE. STUDENTS INSTRUCTIONAL

Per WO re Unit CAD,I, or SPACE/STUDENT

840 ft'

. .

816 ft, 37.35

1,120 ft, 1,094 ft, 32.35

800 ft, 656 ft, 30

704 ft, 700 ft, 30.35

94 / ft,' 696 It)

875 1t .' 754 ft, 32

32

HEATING

Electric Furnace
(2 units)

Electric Furnace
(2 units)

Electric Furnace

Gas Space Heater

Gas or Oil Furnace
(2 rooms)

. Gas Furnace
(2 rooms)

VENTILATION PLUMBING UTILITY HOOK-UPS
R/R - Rest Room NEEDED

Natural and None
Mechanical

Natural and
Mechanical

Air Conditioning

/00 ft,

925 ft?

600 ft,

896 ft,

675 ft,

925 ft,

30 Electric Heat Pump

35.40
(floor

uricnSitlace Heater

Natural

Natural and
Mechanical

Sink'

Drinking Fountain,
R/R

None (some
R/R adjacent)

Natural and
Mechanical

Air Conditioning

Natural

Sink, Double
R/R (shared)

Sink. Double
R/R (shared)

None

Electric

Electric, Water, Sewer

Electric, Water, Sewer

Electric, Gas, (some
water, sewer)

Electric, Gas, Water,
Sewer

Electric, Gas, Water,
Sewer

Electric

FOUNDATION

Perimeter Concrete and
Block Piers

Perimeter Concrete and
Block Piers

Cedar Posts or Block
Piers

Recoverable Concrete
Pads and Wood BI. cks

Perimeter Concrete and
Block Piers

Perimeter Concrete and
Block Piers

Full Concrete Slab

None Electric

5961P 30.35

880 ft, 35.40

600 ft, 596 ft, 30.40

690 ft, 690 ft,

910 ft, 910 ft? 30

1,400 ft? 1,250 It,

750 ft? 635 ft, 35

700 ft? 675 ft, 36

1,080 ft? 970 ft, 30.35

720 ft? 720 ft, 30,26

700 ft, 680 ft, 30.35

864 ft, 860 ft'

864 ft, 864 ft, 29-35

972 ft? 968 ft' 35

896 ft? 892 ft'

1,008 ft? 89611' 35

1,008 ft, 896 ft'

576 ft? 566 ft, 25

B40 ft, 830 ft, 40.45

960 it, 960 ft, 30-40

30.35 "f?, I

1395 ft?

896 ft?

896 ft?

816 ft?

876 ft,

876 ft,

8761t'

30-35

30-35

30-35,

883 ft?

440 ft'

787 ft'

700 ft?

883 ft,

440 ft,

762 It,

675 ft'

30

30

25-30

25-30

Gas/Steam Space
Heater (floor unit)

Gas Heater Unit
(built. in)

Oil Space Heater
(floor unit)

Steam Heat
(main bldg.)

Steam Heat
(main bldg.)

Electric Heat Pump

Gas Furnace

Natural

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural

None Electric, Gas
(water in specials)

Sink Electric, Gas. Water,
Sewer

None Electric (fuel oil
storage outside)

Mud Sill or Concrete
Piers

Concrete Block Piers

Black Top or Mud Sill
or Concrete Perimeter

Concrete Block Piers

Electric Heat Pump

Steam Heat
(main bldg.)

Electric Furnace

Gas Forced
Air Heater

Gas Space Heater
(wall unit)

Gas Space Heater
(wall unit)

Electric Furnace

Oil Furnace

Electric Furnace

Gas Space Heater
(ceiling hung)

Gas Furnace

Gas Furnace

Gas Furnace

Gas Furnace (new)
Sp-:e Heater (old)

Electric Heat Pump

Electric Furnace or
Gas Space Heater

Forced Air Oil
Furnace

Forced Air Oil
Furnace

Natural

Natural

Air Conditioning

Natural

Natural

RJR and Bubbler
(in corridor)

Sink, Bubbler,
P/R (elementary)

2 Sinks, Bubbler,
RJR

Sink, R/R

None

Air Conditioning Sink, Bubbler,
R/R (shared)

Natural None

Air Conditioning None

Natural

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural

Natural

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural an 1
Mechaniral

Natural and
Mechanical

Electric, Water, Sewer,
Steam

Electric, Water, Sewer,
Steam

Electric, Water, Sewer

Electric, Gas, Water,
Sewer

Electric, Gas

Perimeter Concrete and
Block Piers

Full Concrete Slab

Full Concrete Slab

Full Concrete Slab

Concrete Piers

Electric, Water, Sewer HBeams on Concrete
Piers

Electric, Steam

Electric

Full Concrete Slab

Full Rough Slab

Sink, Bubbler Electric, Gas, (water, Concrete Piers or
(K, some primary) sewer, some primary) Perimeter Concrete

Sink, Bubbler
(elementary)

Sink

Sink

Double R/R
(shared)

Double R/R
(shared)

None

None

Sink, Bubbler
(primary)

None

None

None

Sink K-only,
R/R adjacent

Air Conditioning None

Natural and
Mechanical

Natural

Natural

None

None

None

Electric, Gas, 6 Poured Concrete
(sewer elementary) Footings

Electric, Gas, Water,
Sewer

Electric, Gas, Water,
Sewer

Electric, Gas, Water,
Sewer

Concrete Piers and
Wood Beams

Perimeter Concrete

Perimeter Concrete

Electric, Water, Sewer Concrete Piers

Electric

Electric

Electric, Gas, (water,
sewer primary)

Electric, Gas

Electric, Gas

Electric, Gas

Full Rough Slab

Full Rough Slab

Mud Sill

Full Concrete Slab

Full Concrete Slab

Block Pier on Blacktop

Electric, Gas (water, Perimeter Concrete,
sewer, some primary) Block Skirt and Piers

Electric

Electric
(some gas)

Electric

Electric

Concrete Pads

Concrete Piers

Full Concrete Slab

Concrete Piers and
Blocks



Atlanta 'Iota; mobile school w/separate toilet buildings of permanent construction; costs based on mass our.
chase and installation; electric power station on special lease arrangement; electric lines overhead.

Chicago 'Incl. 92 rented class spaces. "Cost based on purchase 50-150 units.
***Never relocate less than 2; incl. $75 disconnect utilities.

Dallas 'Frame, all staff construction.

Detroit 'Incl. furnace room and janitor service space.
"i acl. supervisory costs, plans, specs, etc., $2.500(2).

***Incl. painting interior and exterior, $975(2); supervising, $405(2).

Downers Grove 'Cost for V2 of inseparable double unit.

Grosamont 'Approx. cost, stripped and unpainted frame shell as reported.

Houston 'Add $500(2) if repairs and painting are needed.

Los Angeles

Miami 'Foundation costs Incl. In moving contract.
"Incl. $20 to resite former location.

Minneapolis 'Incl. Improvements on old structure.
"Incl. regrade old site, new corridor, increase supplementary space, general improvements.

New York 'All utilities trenchee. Same structure w/electric heat and overhead leads, $16,600 onsite cost;
w/selfcontained oil furnace and storage, $15,000 onsite.

Newark 'Incl. chalkboard lighting; ceiling speaker system; all adjustable teaching/display surfaces; ETV cable;
steps; sidewalks; landscaping; utilities. " Incl. $475 erection costs. "'Incl. walks.

Norfolk 'Add $600 for storage cabinets; add $75 to mobile units for steps.
'Incl. sidewalk for mobile snits.

Oakland 'Incl. 10% for architectural fees, inspection, etc.
"Cost reduced to $9,000/unit with order for 100 units.

Oklahoma City 'All staff labor for erection: costs based on mass purchase of 28 units.
"All staff labor.

Pasadena 'Add $500 for variable costs, site restoration, etc.

Pittsburgh 'Experimental concrete demountable structure, 1963.
"Experimental steel demountable structure, 1963.

"'All relocation costs est.no experience to date; est. covers dismantling and reerecting $11,500(6).

Richmond 'Orig. used perim. concrete and block skirt; found full rough slab less expensive.

San Diego 'Add $600700 for cabinets; all construction costs based on purchase of 20+ units.

St. Louis 'Utility co. supplies trenched gas leads to building; electric lines are overhead, tap off main building.

Tulsa 'Incl. $625(2) for sidewalks, grading, crainage; all costs include staff labor.

Tucson 'Incl. footings for porch.

Upper Marlboro 'All staff labor (prefab components) to erect, dismantle, etc.
"Incl. additional $610 to dismantle and erect; $275 for tile floor, steps, walks; $270 to remove old

foundation, cleanup, etc.
',Incl. additional $224 to dismantle and erect; $262 to replace skirting, restore old site; $115 for

floors, walks, steps.
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Which is the most pressing of problems facing U.S.
education today? The unprecedented rise in enroll-
ments? Shortages of qualified teachers? Teaching
methods and materials? The subject matter of educa-
tion? Cost of building, operating, staffing the schools?
Classroom shortages?

All of thesewith endless variations arc insepa-
rable in the mix that is our total program of education
from nursery school through the university. Our con-
cern in this report stems from enrollment pressures
which have mounted constantly and dramatically over
the past two decades:

Release Aug. 25

Washington, D.C.-- Fall enrollment
for 1963 in the nation's public and
private schools and colleges is expected
to increase for the 19th consecutive
year to an all-time high of 51.5 million,
the U.S. Office of Education announced
today. This will be an increase of
3.4 percen.: over the 49.8 million en-
rollment figure estimated in the fall of
1962.

The most immediate problem is dear. Millions of
additional students wheys cio :ve put them?

In sequence, the most urgent problem is the
school facilitythe schoolhouse the classrooms and
teaching spacesthe place fet asst. Alibiing students,
teachers, and equipment for instruction.

At the most primitive levels of planning, the
school is simply a shelter; a shed or large box to
protect the student, his bookt, his papers, and his
teacher from rain, snow, and the glare of the sun.
Simple arithmetic would have it that the bigger the
enrollment, the more boxes we need.

Obviously school planning as a process has ad-
vanced beyond the simple arithmetic means to an end.

10:ig

2:110

3:10

8 9

PAGE 4
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Follm ing more advanced concepts of planning,
today's school is a complex of splices and facilities of
varied sizes. It is fitted with whatever tools may com-
plement u creative hunt for knowledge, and staffed
with teachers and aides to help the student find his
way. Space for the student to work by himself. Space
to meet with a teacher and/or small group in a
seminar. Space to receive instruction in a larg(r group.
Space to meet in large assemblies. Space for the prin-
cipal, the counsellor, the nurse . . . :he cafeteria, the
gymnasium, the heating plant.

While the classroom is still the most recognizable
unit of school space, it is clearer today than ever
before that the isolated classroom, a 30'x30' cell for
30 students and one teacher, is not sufficient for the
total education of the students who occupy It. Plan-
ning for an effective interrelationship of spaces and
equipment has superseded older concepts of joining
a series of cells by a corridor and calling it a school.

The preceding notes are more than casually perti-
nent to an understanding of the full impact of the
report which follows on the use of relocatable school
facilities across the nation.

By the very nature of the structure and the
attitude of the public and administration to it, the
relocatable facility i.ced as a supplementary teaching
station is usually an isolated classroom unit, physically
separated from the main school plant to which it has
been assigned. Building code requirements generally
go even further in demanding that the units (single
or double) must even be separated one from another.

This isolation from the mainstream of a school's
functional planthe limited access to the educational
experiences designed into a well-planned school com-
plex-0 undoubtedly the major educational disadvan-
tage of relocatable facilities now in use. And thus
we may slip back to the cliché of a school being a
series of isolated cells, this time not even joined by
a corridor.

On the other hand, where no other solution is
immediately feasible, a series of unit classrooms is

4
a.m.., Immo

IMP''',

tMCP.' li VW
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PAGE 5

5

undeniably better than double sessions, or excessive
travel, or overcrowded schools and overcrowded
classes. As a stop-gap solution to school housing on
a short-term basis, these units can lw invaluable.

To define more clearly the problems that have
led to the need for relocatable housing, to present
some guides for planning such buildings, and to re-
view experience in the field, this report has been
set out as follows:

The Record - - Spring, 1964

RELOCATABLE SCHOOL FACILITIES
NATIONAL SURVEY 1%2-64: INSIDE COVER

Detailed analysis of more than 10,000 structures in 23
school districts.

The Problem - - Past, Present, Future

THE CLASSROOM SHORTAGE. PAGES 6-7

The statistical problem and need . . . population in-
crease and shift . . . financial need . . . need for
instant school" . . . a nation on the move.

FLUCTUATION OF SCHOOL ENROLLMENTS: PAGES 74

Trends of population growth, shift, sociological change
as related to school housing needs.

BY ANY OTHER NAME-R? :0CATABLE: PAGES 9-13

Past and current records for "non-permanent facilities"
. . . "temporaries' . . . "bungalows" . . . barracks
revisited . . . prognosis positive.

11

Guides for Planning Re locatable Structures

FOUR BASIC TYPES CURRENTLY IN USE: PAGES 14-19

Portable; mobile; divisible; demountable . . . com-
parisons of general physical planning considerations
. . . unit space needs for teacher and student . . .

foundations, utilities, site plans.

CALCULATION OF UNIT COSTS: PAGES 20-21

Purchase, lease, rental costs . . . mass production can
offer cost advantages . . . check-list to calculate costs.

MOVING THE MOVABLE: PAGES 22-23

Complexity of the move ... check-list for planning the
move .. . moving cost comparison, three building types.

Case Studies - Experience and Experiment

DETAILED CASE HISTORIES AND EFL STUDIES: PAGES 24-37

Atlanta 40
Chicago 24
Cincinnati 57
Detroit 44
Downers Grove 33
Grossmont 49
Los Angeles 50
Miami 38
Minneapolis 32
New York City 58

Newark, Ohio 28
Oakland 50
Oklahoma City 54

Pasadena 49
Pittsburgh 38
Richmond 57
San Diego 48
St. Louis 46
Tulsa 55
Tucson 42
Upper Marlboro 52

NEW DEVELOPMENTS: PAGES 511-61

Varied programs of architects and/or fabricators under
study . . . ideas from abroad . . . how industry uses
mobile units.

A Plan to. the Future

Conclusion

12

11.

PAGES 62-63

PAGE 62



The ProblemPast, Present, Future

Classroom shortageit's real

No matter how you juggle the statistics, classroom
shortages across the nation are a very real problem.

Over the past five years, an estimated 348,500
classrooms have been added to the U.S. public school
system. A building program of this scale would have
stagr,,red school planners a generation ago. And yet,
the U.S. Office of Education reports in February, 1964,
that public school classroom shortages at the open-
ing of the 196.3-64 school year totaled 124,300.

Each year, old classrooms grow older and enroll-
ments continue the upward spiral. The 40,200,000 stu-
dents in public school.; for the 1963-64 session rep-
resent almost 1.5 million more than were there in

1962-63.

The report goes on to explain that despite comple-
tion of an average of 69,700 classrooms annually
during the past five years, "... little headway is being
made in reducing overcrowding and replacing old
and unsatisfactory facilities. Most newly-completed
classrooms . . . are used to provide for higher enroll-
ments and to replace abandoned rooms."

THE SHORTAGE A CONSTANT PROBLEM
School term beginning Fall of

Public school enrollment

1956 31,719,000

1957 324051,000

1958 34,081,000

1959 35,182,000

1960 36,281,000

1961 37,464,000

1962 38,748,000

1963 40,217,000

Number of classrooms needed to replace overcrowded or
unsatisfactory facilities

Source: U.S. Dept. of Health, Education, end Welfare

According to the same survey, an estimated 1.75
million children were attending schOol in the fall of
1963 in 64,900 classrooms rated as obsolete and
unsatisfactory. Another 1,659,000 pupils "were in
excess of normal classroom capacity" attending
school in overcrowded classrooms, makeshift quar-
ters and rented facilities, or under similar emergency
arrangements.

NEED FOR MORE ANI) IIE 111.1t I. ACILITIES The rapid
and widespread obsolescence of many existing facil-
ities is due both to age of the buildings and changes
in the need for more and improved facilities to cover
an expanding, more complex educational program.

,12
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There is more to learn and more to teach; outdated
facilities won't do the job.

More students are staving in school for a longer
period of time. The number of vein's of public educa-
tion offered to the average citizen is rapidly extend-
ing from 13 Years to 15 VC:irti, ParOCIIiill schools are
wincing under the pressures of overloaded enroll-
ments . . . and their overflow is already spilling into
the public ..vstems. Waiting lines for private schools
grow longer. College enrollments :1"t' skyrocketing.

These are but a few of the factors effecting a
need for more facilities. Even with this partial picture
in mind, it is not difficult to understand why school
planners have been eying developments in new school
building techniques with intense interest. It is the law
of the land for the public schoolsthe burgeoning
crop of school-age citizens must be accommodated,
right now!

El) 1.1/12 "INS I 1\ I. SCIII101s- Advances in building
technology, and acceptant e of these advances can he
utilized to a positive advantage today as never before.
A shortened building timetablea faster building pace
is a critical reed. To answer the need for "instant
schools" we must encourage improvements in build-
ing techniques that will help us to provide more
educational facilities for more students at a faster
schedule. The urgency of the need demands more
efficient patterns for revising and updating local an 1
national building codes to test and accept new ma-
terials and building techniques.

It is also suggested that we concurrently consider
revisions in the pattern and pace of school planning
and financing. The lag between the time a commu-
nity first recognizes the future need for a school
and the date when the school is ready for occu-
pancy is often two or three years behind the time
of actual need.

Naturally we hope to meet our school housing
needs at as low a cost as is practical or possible. Since
schools are in general a long-term investment, how-
ever, the seeming expedient solution of constructing
cheap schools, reducing quality of materials, reducing
space-per-student, and stripping away any vestige
of amenity has proven shortsighted and expensive
in the long haul.

A NATION ON THE MOVE But even if the money is
forthcoming, increased budgets must be allocated ef-
fectively to get the new classrooms in the right place
at the right time.

The right place is where the students may be at
any given momentwhich is as easy to determine as
asking the exact location of every car on the Los
Angeles freeways.
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The U.S. citizen is a highly mobile individual.
The periodic more of a family from one home to
another, rrom one neighborhood or city to another,
or (wen from East to West Coast is not only con-
sidered normal, but indigenous to the spirit of the
nation. An imalysis of census figures shows that 20
per cent of our population moves each year, locally,
out of their county, or out of the state. Where chil-
dren are involved, each move means a change of
enrollment from one schcol to another. Thus, 12 per
cent of the school age population in the U.S. moves
from one school to another during each school year.

)I ,I) vot R EN ANI) Back in the twentiff
engineer-architect 11. Buckminster Fuller recognized
:le mobile sp rit of the populace as suggesting

changes in the types of homes we might build. He
visualized a "home" as being a lightweight, movabl ,

sheltering structure which could be picked up (per-
Imps by helicopter) and moved with the family.

Was the thinking extreme? Hardly. To this day,
nomadic families in the benign climate of the Middle
East fold their tent-homes and slip from watering
hole to market with their families and possessions.
Scientific and military expeditions in Arctic regions
are sheltered by Fuller's geodesic domes air-lifted to
remote frozen sites before the men arrive.

1(1 SCI100. PROW I. NIS It was inevitable that
school planners would look seriously at the possibility
of using relocatable structures to meet the problems
of growing and shifting school enrollments. The con-
cept of planning and constructing parts or the whole
of a school complex for potential mobility from one
site to another is reasonable and practicable.

"Instant schools" or parts of schools might be
stockpiled and moved from site to site for temporary
relief of rising enrollments until permanent facilities
could be built. If the school housing need is tempo-
rary, or may stabilize eventually at a level below
the peak of any given year, it might be wise to
plan a school capable of growing clown as easily as it
grew up.

Once we have progressed this far, we might ask,
"is mobility itself the most important factoror does
the concept of 'instant space' overshadow it in im-
portance?" How often does a school community ac.
tually grow down in the long range? Will it grow
up again?

To clarify this question, it would be well to at-
tempt a brief review of demographic patterns as they
generally reflect population growth and movement.
Experience is seldom identical in any two commu-
nities. But the patterns of demographic change can
be calculated.

Fluctuation of school enrollments

The oblem of growing and shifting enrollments
has become acute. It is possible to pinpoint some of
the reasons for a rise k by far the major problem) and
the occasional fort of enrollments in certain school
districts, Where records arc kept in constant survey,
fluctuations can be fairly accurately anticipated even
in specific schools,

\it I? \ Hi) \ (P(I\\ HI As new homes ant'
clusters are built in a traditional urban neighborhood,
there naturally follows a steady upward curve in
population growth and school enrollments. Eventually
a saturation point for new residential building is

04if ,cy

Cfcc) 00

4a,5 0;
reached. in accord with zoning allowances. Within
a number of years, school enrollments level off at
a peak.

Several decades ago it was fairly common in
fringe-urban and suburban areas for school enroll-
ments to decline from this peak as youngsters left
the community for jobs or college. Parents without
children of school age would often hold on to their
homesteads until retirement. Schools might remain
below capacity for a decade or more.

But today, if this enrollment dip does come at
all, the dip is more normally limited to three to five
years. Parents of the first crop of children are inclined
to leave their oversize homes in favor of travel and/or
smaller quarters. Younger, more prolific families move
into the community . . . and they, too, may move on
again in short order as their families increase or de-
crease in size.° Enrollment figures once more rise to
their original peakor higher.

\\c m; sot um ocit.%1 ri vit., The natural
change in the population of any neighborhood gen-
erally reflects a downward scaling of the economic
and social levels of the residents, whereupon there
usually begins a dramatic upward surge in the density
of the area population. As homes go through the hands
of second and third buyers, the original taut zoning

13

°Current experience of home loan authorities indicates that the
"holding span" of a home mortgage is now down to an average
of seven years. Trading-up from one home to another is com-
mon practice.



requirements begin to sag. The number o: residents,
tenants and/or families in a given areaor even a
given buildinggenerally increases. The child output
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of the neighborhood also increases, A neighborhood
which has gone through a second and third stage
process of change may increase the density of the
original family units three or four times.

Important to the educational planner is the fact
that the student density in the neighborhood may
start careening toward factors 8 or 10 tin es as high
as the first-stage peak enrollment of the neighborhood.

1 11(.1 1 1H ,,rs.(. Overloading the planned
population of any community is the first step toward
the blight of slums. Blighted neighborhoods have long
been a problem for school and civic planners. All
schools and public facilities become overloaded. Pop-
ulation density and accompanying economic hardship
cause major problems of relocation as a clearance
project is planned. Home and schools must be found
for disp!aced residents.

, The age of most such communities in our mapr
cities suggests that the schools in the area have
already been used beyond their intended life span.
The school is often among the last buildings to go in
a shun clearance project.

Such areas normally sit near the core of the cen-
tral city. There have been evident signs in the sixties
of a rebirth in the demand for housing in the central
city areas across the nation. For this reason, the ma-

jority of clearance projects make way for privately or
publicly financed housing projects, rather than allow
the area to revert to industrial development.

Revitalization of central city cores across the
nation defies a theory of a decade past. The migration
to the suburbs during the fifties led some city planners

14
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to believe that school enrollments in the central city
area would steadily decline, or at least level off at
a point below original peak enrollment figures. Quite
to the contrary, it note appears that high-rise apart-
ment buildings or closely mated town-house apart-
ments increase the density of both the general and
school population in the central city beyond any level
of past experience.

Improved efficiencies in building techniques
over the past decade mean that enormous housing
developments of thousands of units are being com-
pleted from the ground up in a period of 18 months
to 2 years.

The long-range plans for renewal housing within
the central city area must stake out reservation of
adequate school sites early in the planning stage.

Even given a running start of a few years, school
planners will do well if they can overcome the hurdles
of planning-designing-approvals-bidding-contracting-
building to open a school before the kids get there.

It can be done, But is tykes vigorous action to
bring it off.

i.%% tit tit a ti tt s Totally new communities
can and do spring up in the prairies and suburbs in
literally a matter of months. For example, in the
spring of 1963, entry roads were begun for a corn-

Stir

munity called Reston, Virginiawithin commuting
distance of Washington. By the winter of 1964 the
first village of 370 units is scheduled for tenancy. By
1980 it is estimated that 75,000 persons will inhabit
what was in spring of 1963 only 6,750 acres of woods
and farmland.

In terms of educational planning, this illustrates a
projected need for at least 15 elementary schools, 6
intermediate schools, 2 high schools, and possibly a
third technical high school and junior college.

This is only one section of the total Fairfax
County educational system. The Greater Washington
plan for the year 2000 envisions many such planned-
growth satellite communities ringing the capital, to
accommodate an estimated population growth of three
million for the region. Here, as elsewhere, school
plans, finances, and schedules must all be flexible
enough to grow up with the communitynot too fast,
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but fast enough to be there when the students are
reach' to he taught.

A unique situation? The scope is unique neither
to the outlying community, nor the suburb, nor the
big city. Major urban areas, such as Los Angeles,
New York, Chicago, Detroit, and others, face build-
ing programs in a single year which are comparable
to the needs of this 17-year Reston community prog-
nosis. Chicago alone recently completed a 10-year
building program which involved $275,000,(X)O in new
school construction, and New York City has budgeted
an estimated $170,000,000 for public school construc-
tion fm. fiscal 1964-65.

\ \PI 1 \ \.1) 1111 \III I 1 1,121 School boards
in smaller communities can be shaken when a new in-
dustrial plant or military installation comes to town.

How big will they get? How many students will they
bring into the system? Near which school will the
newcomers live?

The flexibility factor of school enrollments really
begins to bend under the question, "how long will
they stay?" This question is especially pertinent in
the case of military installations where personnel may
be recalled on short notice.

The problem is comparatively individual but
nonetheless important to the community when it does
crop up. A variety of solutions with variable merits
and financial feasibility are suggested: (1) Rental of
available spaces in churches, public buildings, com-
mercial and residential property for short-term use;
(2) Use of temporary, relocatable facilities with re-
sale or re-use potential; (3) Joint occupancy of a
school with professional or other offices; (4) Dosign
of a school facility in such a way that it will have
future sale value for commercial or industrial use;
( 5) Construction of permanent school facilities on
the chalice that the normal growth of the community
will fill the school even if the temporary tenants
leave the area.

One consideration must override all others. If we
are to fulfill the public educational responsibility,
the school facility must enhance, not impair, the educa-
tional progress of the students.

\ Si 11 \ I 1, rS 1)1 SI II I( I I )1 S I I? N There have
been ()1 ( )1 I S el1S(MS )1. a strong movement toward
conso)i(Iation Of school districts over the past :30 veiirs.

In 192 there were 127,0(X) school districts in the na-
tion; by 1963 that number had been reduced to 31,7(X).

It would normally be assumed that Nvith such
rapid consolidation, many schools and classrooms
have been left vacant. While there is no record of
what has actually happened, a general review in-
dicates that acts of ^ onsolidation in themselves were
often sparked by the common needs of adjacent com-
munities for improved facilities to replace obsolete
schoolsespecially one-, two-, and three-room schools
too old and too small to keep up with educational
requirements.

The process of consolidation has seldom been a
crash program. The timetable normally allows for
adequate planning and construction of permanent
facilities to meet the needs of the new, combined
school community. Money, naturally, is always a
major problem, especially since the aspirations of the
joint community are generally more than twice the
aspirations of each community before it decided on a
joint venture with its neighbors.

Consolidation of school districts has usually meant
improved school facilities for the combined student
groups. In spite of the human problems of give and
take among new partners, the transitions are usually
beneficial to allespecially the students.

"Non-permanent" structures

More than 36,000 "non-permanent facilities" are cur-
rently being used in U.S. schools, as reported in a
spring, 1962, National Inventory of School Facilities
and Personnel (study by the U.S. Office of Education,
released February, 1964). Of these, 31,230 units are
in public schools, 4,782 in non-public schools.°

Examples of more than 10,000 of these units were
reviewed in detail for this EFL report. A blunt evalua-

°An additional 9,100 "non-permanent instructional rooms not
on a school site (such as rooms in churches, residences,
etc.)" are reported-6,000 in public schools; 3,100 in non-public
schools. In spring, 1962, there were in the public schools.
1,478,649 permanent instructional spaces, including shops and
laboratories. Of all instructional spaces in public schools, then,
the 37,230 non-permanent facilities constitute approximately
2.5% of the total.

15



tine yYould sugv,est that less than a fraction of I per
cent of the total reflect ittiV real infusion of creative
design or advanced educational platinim4.

One major factor accounts in large part for such
harsh criticism. In the majority of cases it is clear that
the pressure of a lack of adequate building funds in-
duced the use of these units much more than the
announced need for relocatability. Building codes are
generally more lenient with "temporary and/or mov-
able structures" than with permanent construction.
With the approval of reduced code requirements,
building standards and costs can be reduced, and
erection or delivery time shortened.

As a short-term investment, such low-cost build-
ings can provide more immediate shelter and a higher
quantity of housing for a lower initial capital outlay
than permanent structures might run (though this is
not always the case). The quality of educational util-
ity and structure, however, is generally lower than
that of permanent facilities. The comparatively short
life of structures built to lower standards and the
higher costs of maintenance all add up to higher costs
over a long period of time than is normally the case
with quality, permanent construction.

SON11.1 EXPERINIEN.FA FION tNDER W AY There is a more
positive side to the picture. Several school commu-
nities, architects, and suppliers have undertaken truly
experimental approaches to developing relocatable
school facilities. In such cases, the need for actual
relocatahility to meet emergency housing needs and
fluctuating enrollments has been given first considera-
tion. While cost has not been overlooked, it has been
subordinated (by varying degrees) to the need for
mobility.

Some of these experiments have dealt with varia-
tions of traditional building designs and techniques;
others have taken off on entirely new approaches,
following new concepts of design, framing, materials,
etc. In every case, however, the planners have quite
logically realized from the onset that they might
have to pay a premium for the feature of relo-
catability in any structure which would meet high
quality standards.

Other communities are seeking and testing still
other approaches to meeting their short-range and
emergency housing needs. They are considering such
solutions as shared-occupancy with residential or com-
mercial complexes; the use of several floors in a high-
rise building; and the conversion of existing com-
mercial or residential h,rildings for school use.

By any other namerelocatable

There are as many variations on the theme of relo-
catability as could be devised through the ingenuity

16
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of lucid officials and, at times, the paralleled efforts of

iirchitt'uts 'ffid Ti". v'iictv of
and purport's is only partially (.piTsstql in a n'vic`v
of the descriptive MOM'S attat.11Pd (0 tilt' bnildintis
or housing programs:

Transportable
Portable
Mobile
Movable
Relocatable
Unit Classrooms
SemiPermanent
Prefabricated
Factory Planned
Factory Built
Redeployable
Demountable

Instant Schools
Add-aClass
Temporary
Emergency
ClassroomsonWheels
Studio Classrooms
Cottage Classrooms
Bungalow Classrooms
Shared Tenancy Structures
Convertible Schools
Primary Unit Schools

The majority of these structures are physically elo-
eatable lw one method or another. Several, such as the
primary unit schools, convertible schools, and shared
tenancy structures, suggest that the body of students
he moved from one building to another, rather than
relocating the structure itself.

Thus, at this sitting, 20 names are applied to
structures that share perhaps only one detail in c tn-
mon all were built with the intention that they would
be moved. Hundreds of the 31,700 independent, self-
governing school districts in the nation have taken
a fling at building or buying relocatable classrooms.
In the course of this study no two communities were
found to use identical or even closely similar units,
except for the most recent few purchasing prefab-
ricated split-units from the same manufacturer. Even
these took models that varied in details.

Only the problems seem to be common to all
these school communitiesskyrocketing enrollments
and inadequate financing. While the problems today
may he more severe in matters of pace and degree,
they are not new. On a lesser scale and at a slower
pace, perhaps, many school districts have faced the
dilemma of classroom shortages since the turn of the
century. How did they, handle the problem in the
twenties, thirties, and forties? Not much differently;
certainly in no better style.

vos.r-woRt.o WAR 1 "1EN1PORARIES" In the days fol-
lowing World World I there often appeared, adjacent
to a Greek or Gothic Revival schoolhouse, an incon-
gruous Early American frame budding, complete with
potbellied stove and gabled porticosupplementary
housing. The building was labeled a "temporary," and
the fact that the structure could be moved soothed the
fears of the community that their children might be
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housed in substandard structures for a major portion
of their (ning lives.

The "temporaries" built in the twenties are still
in II50 in some conununitics, 110115iI114 a fifth or sixth
generation of students. 41110 potbellied stove was prob-
abl replaced by a more efficient gas he during
the thirties. The incandescent ceiling bulbs \very some-
times replaced b cheap fluorescent fixtures in the
forties. And for each 10th anniversary the exterior
was given a fresh 11055 coat of paint, the braces on
the eaves were checked, and the rain spouts \ery
patched again or replaced.

But the buildings teen., in truth, relocatable
Sometimes they \ery moved as a unit: in other cases
they \\ ere split into smaller sections and trucked to
a no site. Ni) matter \liat our attitudes may be
toward the appearan,e, human comforts, or educa-
tional involved, these buildings served a very
useful purpose. Without them, many students would
have bcori on double session.

elzI 1('\ \ ()55 ( I \NR(um Another ma-
jor shortage of school facilities which occurred in the
early thirties once more focused attention on the use
of temporary relocat able facilities. This time, another
factor was brought sharply into foci national de-
pression made school finances a nightmare.

Enrollments continued on a slow but steady up-
ward curve. This was not a time to get popular
approval of bonds for long-range programs for per-
manent school structures. The appeal of compara-
tively short-term financing for "emergency" housing
was enticing.

Thus the rash of "bungalow school:;" that sprouted
like weeds adjacent to the Modified Tudor and
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Stripped-Chssic schools of the thirties. Anticipatii.,/
the day %Own these temporary classrooms might be
used for another purpose, they were also planned to
he relocatable.

Nlanv of these units are, today, celebrating three
decades of faithful service. Some are still classrooms.
Others are serving out the end of their terms as supply
shacks. repair sheds, and dead storage centers,

\PNI \cis," u1 \ ism o In the early forties,
alerted to the imminent pressures of war, the nation
faced rapid shifts of population to industrial and mili-
tary centers, Again, school facilities had to be supplied
on short notice, I3oth materials and financing for per-
manent school construction were in short supply.

Taking a lead from military construction tech-
niques, dozens of school districts cobbled up a Rube
Goldberg collection of quonset huts and variations of
barracks-like structures. An overhead sign sometimes
identified the conglomeration of isolated boxes as a
school.

Although the solution was less than ideal, the in-
tent was clear. These temporary wood and metal
shack schools would he removed or relocated once
the emergency had passed.

PROCIUM PAUL I,'

The best-laid plans were quickly scuttled in the
period immediately following the war, This time the
need for school housing extended ;ill the NVilV to col-
lege levels. Returning G.I.'s doffed their khaki ... and
marched right back into the barracks which had been
donated by the military to provide emergency dor-
mitories and classrooms on campuses across the coun-
try. The relocatable military structures had liven
relocated on the American campus . where they
still, in many cases, remain after almost two decades.

I I. \UN !RIM I' S`,1 I \III-HI No 17 It is reasonable that
school administrators today should expect more of
advanced building technology than was available in
the obviously minimal structures of record. Ilow touch
more can be expected, without disproportionately in-
creasing the cost, is an immediate question.

New building materials; improvements and ef-
ficiencies in standard construction procedures; entirely
new approaches to prefabrication of components and
entire structuresadvanced building technology in-
duces planners to exp' 't more building, at a qin,:k,ur
pace, at a lower cost.

Meanwhile in Europe . . .

Swiss architect Fritz Stucky has de-
veloped a divisible structure which can
be moved in 9'x27' sections. Using a
crane lift at the sites (with new foun-
dation pre-prepared), a four-classroom
unit with two separate toilet-blocks
and heating rooms can reportedly be
disassembled, transported 30 miles, and
reassembled in 10-12 working hours,
with no replacement of materials, roof-
ing, flooring, or any painting needed.
Sectional space frames can be pre-
fabricated in wood, steel, or concrete.
Interior space arrangements are limited
only by the span of the segments;
building length is determined by the
number of segments employed. The
architect hopes to begin producing his
units in the U.S. in 1964.
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she style of the extents should eOlibil good, architectural proportion, and tyl calculated to inspire children and the
community, p,eneralty, tilt, re,:pe/ for !he obleet to which it is devoted. It should bear a favorable comparison, in respect

to the attractiveriesr. Mid durability, with other public edifices instead of standing in repulsive and disgraceful
contia%t with them,'

henry Barnard, School Architecture, 1842

Guides for Planning Re locatable Structures

Four basic types

Whatever the specific name applied,
relocatable structures normally fall
under one of four categories, reflect-
ing the method by which the struc-
ture is moved and, in part, certain phy-
sical characteristics of the building:

(1) Portable (2) Mobile

(3) Divisible-Mobile
and Divisible (4) Demountable

Basic planning considerations that
relate to standard school facilities are
even more important to the plan-
ning of relocatable spacesespecially
since these units are most often phy-
sically separated from the main plant.
These basic planning notes apply to
all relocatable structures, regardles;
of type.

ALLOW ADEQUATE SPACE Relocat-
able facilities are generally assigned
to a school only when the main plant
is already filled beyond its planned
capacity. It becomes imperative,
then, that the supplementary, tem-
porary unit provide more than just
seating capacity for the students it
must houseespecially if the class-
room is for the primary or inter-
mediate grades.

If the relocatable space is to be
used for a lecture room and only that
( high school or university level ), the
space need can be roughly calculated
at 18-20 sq. ft. per student in groups
of 30-35 students. Such space allo-
cation is not overly generous, but will
allow for necessary tablet-arm chair
and elbow room, aisle space, lecture
space for the teacher, and some wall
space for coat racks if necessary.
Careful planning may also allow for
the inclusion of mechanical equip-

Cluster Plan

Row Plan

meat ( furnace and ventilation or air-
conditioning equipment) in this total
space allocation.

As the grade level drops, the space
need per student within a classroom
rises rapidly. The space need is even
more critical if the classroom is

isolated from the school, without
easy access to rest rooms, library
facilities, and other ancillary spaces.
By virtue of their isolation, relocat-
able classrooms are, in reality, self-
contained, one-room schoolhouses
especially in climates where cold,
rain, or snow may make access from
the satellite to the main plant un-
comfortable, or impractical. At pri-
mary levels, the space need can be
estimated at approximately 30-35 sq.
ft. per student in groups of 30-35
students. Planned carefully, this will
allow for chair-and-desk seating, aisle
spaces, several small areas for read-
ing and project assignments, space
for storage of books and supplies,
the teacher's desk and file, ward-
robe storage, and mechanical equip-
ment for heating and ventilation.
Washrooms, work sinks, equipment
such as pianos and audiovisual tools,
and areas for individual study re-
quire additional space.

,
Irregular module shape classrooms and plan ProOlisild by
Zeidlik b Hermitic Architects.
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Connected court plan

Open court plan

tits.ctswoom court men proposed by Doss Chspman, GuldsmoTh
Yamsteltt, Industrial Design, for PenslIeb

APPEARANCE OF THE UNITS AFFECTS

STUDENT AND COMMUNITY REACTION

Most relocatable structures currently
in use have been stripped of amen-
ities, ostensibly for the sake of econ-
omy. In many communities bad taste
or no taste at all has been actively
chosen over good taste in the belief
that "the puLlic won't stand for our
putting a lot of money into fancy
frills." It is understandable, then, that
community reaction to the first ap
pearance of those gray sheds sitting
out in the school yard is usually
negative. The inspirational effect on
the student entering the unit day
after day, or year after year, can
hardly be much different. Several
communities have demonstrated that
good design and/or good taste are
not necessarily equated with inordi-
nately high costs. Color, textures, se-
lection of proper building materials
and finishes, and insistence on quality
workmanship can produce buildings
that will be a pride to the student
and the neighborhood in which they
are used. Landscaping around even
a minimal structure can cover a
multitude of visual sins of low-cost
buildingand the landscaping can
also be planned as relocatable.

PLAN THE RELATIONSHIP OF RELO-

CATABLE UNITS TO EACH OTHER AND

TO THE MAIN SCHOOL PLANT Care-
ful planning for the use and place-
ment of relocatabie structures can
help overcome some of the problems

of isolation of the classrooms from the
total school complex. Building and
fire codes are generally adamant in
demands for physical separation (us-
ually a 10-foot minimum) of any one
non-masonry structure from anotl,
or from the main building, especially
in the larger cities. But even within
such rulings, single and double class-
room units can often be related by
covere,i walkways and enclosed
passageways which may also oe
designed to be relocated with the
buildings. A campus plan for t'ae
structures even on a limited site can
add pleasantry to a complex of re-
locatable unitsarrangement of units
around a central play or commons
area, or fanning the buildings around
a circle court, as opposed to lining
the boxes up in rows like barracks in
a military camp. It is true that such
arrangements may require more site
or a small premium in laying utility
connections. But the gain in creating
a more positive school atmosphere
when the site is available may be
worth the effort and small cost.

Connected row plans



Portable Facilities
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maximum length 68' to 72'

maximum width 26' to 28'
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This descriptive name gencrally re-
lates to a structure which is moved
as a whole from one site to another.
The techniques of transport are simi-
lar to those used for house moving,
i.e., the total structure (including
floor) is jacked up above the footing,
lifted and dollied onto a flatbed, and
hauled through the streets from one
location to a new site.
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SIZE LIMITATIONS Width, length, and
height dimensions are restricted by the
logistics of access to and from the site.

Before planning a portable build-
ing, check out clearances of viaducts,
overhead power and telephone lines.
trees and other obstacles on all routes
through the school community. Corner-
ing a building at a tight intersection is
critical, especially for extra length,
double classroom units.

Experience to date suggests 26.-28'
as maximum feasible width for a por-
table building and 68.-72' as maximum
length. A 13'43'6" road-to-roof-peak
clearance is generally considered maxi-
mum, with building riding on a flatbed
30"-36" above the road.

To achieve interior floor-to-ceiling
heights of 8'-9.6", most portables are
either flat-roofed or designed with low
peaks.

STRUCTURAL SYSTEM The stress and
strain of future moves must be calcu-
lated in the basic engineering of the
portable building.

Traditional wood framing is most
commonly used, sometimes over a

ragged steel chassis. Exterior finishes
of lap siding, plywood sheathing with
battens and even stucco are all com-
mon, with choice related primarily to
climate. For example, Oklahoma Oity
has chosen to use a steel frame, shell
and roof structure which authorities feel
best suits the demands of their variable
climate.

22

LIMITS TO MOVING DISTANCE Many
state highway regulations impose limits
on the distance a building of any given
width and weight may be movedthe
wider the building, the shorter the
transport distance allowed. For ex-

ample, from the State of Illinois, Bureau
of Traffic code, the following:

Width Range Maximum Distance

11.4" to 10'-0"

10'-1" to 12.-0"

12'" to 14'4"
14'4" to 111.0"
18'4" to 20'-0"
20'" to 24'4"
24'4" to 30.-0"
30' -1" to 34%0"

over 34'4"

Unlimited

25 miles

15 miles

10 miles

11 miles

5 miles

3 miles

2 miles
1/2 mile

*Article III Sec. 7.303 Permit Regulations for
Oversize and Overweight Movements

This ruling suggests that the initial
erection of a portable building take
place near or on the first site. Long
hauls of prefabricated and preassembled
portable structures is neither feasible
nor allowable without special permits.

FOUNDATION Foundation requirements
vary primarily with weight of the build-
ing, climate,and site condition. Portables
are found on mud sills or blacktop in
some warm climates; they are usually
set on cement block or wood piers, a
perimeter block foundation, or on a
poured concrete perimeter foundation.
The necessity of footings below grade
varies with each site.
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Mobile Facilities

Within the last two or three years,
a great deal of attention has been
focused on supplementary classroom
facilities designed along structural
patterns used for mobile (trailer)
homes, applying mass-production
technology to a space enclosure with
a high degree of mobility and road-
ability. The first "mobile classroom"
was a 12'x40' unit equipped with
student chairs and desks, chalkboard
and tackboard facilities, and a
teacher's desk. (The 12' width was
later reduced to 10' as a standard to
meet state codes for movement with-
out special. permits.) With 20-25
students crowded check-to-jowl in
this space of bowling alley shape, it
was immediately clear that the space
was not satisfactory for classroom
use. Industry and a few schools,
however, have ingeniously adapted
the long trailers (and sometimes
modified buses or truck-trailers) to
effective use as mobile demonstra-
tion centers, rolling laboratories,
visiting libraries, and special train-
ing facilities.

SIZE LIMITATIONS Since the mobile
unit is planned for greatest ease of
transport to most communities without
special permits (often inter-state de-
livery from plant to school), the width
dimension does not normally exceed
10'. Maximum feasible unit length does
not normally exceed 65'-70'. Most man-
ufacturers recommend 60' maximum
length for greatest ease in handling and
cornering. Maximum height dimension
limited to 13%13'6" is similar to logis-
tical restrictions imposed on a portable
unit.

STRUCTURAL. SYSTEM A steel carriage
is standard to the mobile structure.
Pulling hitch, axle, and wheels can
be permanent or removable. Wood
framing with sheet aluminum skin ex-
terior is most common. Placement, size,
quantity of doors and windows are
determined primarily by code require-
ments, with some consideration to engi-
neering requirements to insure adequate
strength of the shell in transit.

Several mobile unit manufacturers
have recently announced models utiliz-
ing all metal components, generally in
standard modules and/or a curtain wall
system. These developments seem more
pertinent to divisible units than to the
single-width mobile unit discussed here.

0000000000000000000
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Mobile classroom

Mobile library
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Mobile laboratory

FOUNDATION Traveling laboratory and
demonstration units are often left on
wheels with ends supported by leveling
jacks for comparatively short visits of a
few days or weeks. If a unit is to remain
on a site for a longer period, concrete
block piers or a block perimeter founda-
tion may be used. One community re-
ports their preference for a full rough
slab as a foundation. Engineers report
that the flexibility inherent in the fram-
ing system of the mobile unit obviates
the need for heavy foundations.
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Divisible Facilities

It is in the area of divisible struc-
tures that the greatest potential is
currently seen for both relocatable
and permanent school facilities. The
term is self-descriptive, referring to
buildings planned to fit together and
come apart as large, modular build-
ing components. Bricks are small
building modules; divisible struc-
tures take the concept of modularity
several steps further until the com-
ponents include windows, doors and
entire side walls, roof, flooring, and
utilitiesall combined and pre-fin-
ished for greatest ease of shipping
and rapid assembly at a given site.
Impressive breakthroughs in this
new technology have already been
made in the United States, Europe,
England, and Russia. Within the
framework of established modules,
there is great variability in design
and space delineation. Factory con-
struction proffers additional advan-
tages of short-term delivery, quality
and cost controls, more difficult to
achieve by traditional building meth-
ods. DIVISIBLE-MOBILE units fall into
this category since they use a stand-
ard mobile-home unit as a segment
of a larger building. The total width
limitation of 20' (two halves) is less
than the 24' minimum that should
be set for a space for 30-35 students
but does not obviate the usefulness
of such a unit. Three 56' long sec-
tions (center unit open both sides)
have also been combined to provide
double classrooms, each 26' x 30'.

FOUNDATION Any traditional founda-
tion system can be utilized, from block
piers and poured perimeter to full slab.
A unique system used in Newark, Ohio,
involves the "threading" of divisible
building segments onto two H-beams
set on concrete piers (see case study).
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SIZE MUTATIONS For greatest ease of
transport, divisible unit sections are nor-
mally restricted t. F1'-10' wide modules.

The length span of such units depends
on the engineering capability of the de-
signersnormally ranges from 24'-36' by
current capabilities. The 13' -13'6" road-
to-roof-peak height limit in transport,
common to all units to be moved, limits
building height to 10'-11'. Building
length and interior space layouts are
unlimited.

siaucruam. sysiem A steel space
frame is currently the most common
skeleton used for divisible building com-
ponents, although wood frame and re-
inforced concrete systems have also
been successfully employed. Confirma-
tion of tight dimensional tolerances and
a proven system for sealing joints and
seams are both critical engineering and
production demands.

Exterior and interior finishes and
materials are a matter of choice, design,
and cost rather than an engineering
consideration.
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Demountable Facilities

There are many demountable build-
ing types. For the sake of this study,
the demountable structure is defined
as a building which can be disassem-
bled and moved to a new site with
a comparatively high recovery of
building components. Components
are usually factory made (such as
curtain wall modules) and assem-
bled at the sitelater muvecl in still
larger sections. The floor may be
planned as recoverable and moved
with the si, ture or (as in a poured
slab) it may he considered expend-
able. Of the four types of relocat-
ah)9 facilities, the demountable is the
slowest and most costly to move. Its
great advantage lies in the complete
freedom of design and space accom-
modations possiblewith no limits to
height, length, or width except those
imposed by the engineering scheme.

SIZE LIMITATIONS Buildings of almost
any size, shape, or complexity can be
planned fohowing one or more systems
of demountable component structures.

sirRucruitAt, SYSTEM A broad range of
structural systems is employed in de-
mountable buildings, the curtain wall
system being the most common.

FOUNDATION Demountable structures
may be placed on various types of
foundations, ranging from block piers to
poured concrete perimeter foundations
(where the flooring is a recoverable
part of the building) or full poured
slab which serves as the floor.
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Calculating Costs

The summary chart of costs at the
opening of this study shows initial
in-place-costs of units reported to
range from $4.50 per square foot up
to $30.00 per square foot. Costs of
site preparation ( including utility
hookups) vary from $75 to $8,000
per unit. T.ansport costs for nit
classrooms alio range widely horn
$45 to $1,500 per unit, and the total
cost to relocate a classroom ranges
as reported from $430 to $11,450 per
unit. All cost reports were in re-
sponse to the same set of questions.
Obviously the quality of structures
and facilities provided vary almost
as greatly as the systems of cost-and-
space recounting anti value judg-
ments applied to them.

As a basis for cost comparison,
the relation between relocatable and
permanent school facilities can be
misleading. Public statements have
been common, suggesting that the
average cost of a relocatable class-
room is $10,000 while the cost of a
single permanent classroom is esti-
mated at $30,000. The comparison
further suggests that a school district
might purchase three relocatables for
the cost of one permanentan en-
ticing prospect for the overcrowded
and financially pressed community.

However, the cost of a class-
room in a permanent structure is

ordinarily arrived at by dividing the
total cost of the school plant (less
site) by the number of regularly
assigned teaching stations within the
school. This calculation takes into
account a pro-rated cost of structure
for all school facilities and services
that include' (a) teaching stations;
(b) auxiliary creasmusic, library,
administratioh, cafeteria, gymnasium,
auditorium spaces, outside physical
education facilities, and site work;
and (c) service and structure areas
corridors, walkways, toilet rooms,
custodial storage, etc. Thus the $30,-
000 per classroom figure may include
not only the "10 square feet" the
student ocev.pies in the classroom,
'See EFL's The Cost of a Schoolhouse,
1960, pp 64-68.

but also the costs of an additional
40-80 square feet of auxiliary and ser-
vice area space in which is housed
his total educational program.

By contrast, the $10,000 relocat-
able unit seldom provides more than
classroom space, generally ranging
from 22 to 28 square feet per student.
Furthermore, this figure often repre-
sents the delivered cost of a struc-
ture, not including additional
expenses for foundation, u1.310.y lead
lines, entry steps, sidewalks, archi-
tectural fees, special permits, and
other factors.

UTILITIES AND EQUIPMENT AFFECT IN-

STALL...T[0N AND RELOCATION COSTS

The costs of bringing water, power,
gas, sewers, etc., to a site often ac-
count for more than half the total
cost of relocating a unit structure
and sometimes run to 30-50 per cent
of the cosi of the building itself.
Where a high degree of mobility is
anticipated for any school space,
planners would best attempt to re-
duce the number of utility leads
needed for the operation of the
building. For example, hookup and
disconnect costs may influence a dis-
trict's choice of oil, gas, or electric
power for a heating and/or air-con-
ditionin,' system. The choice of a
system for a 1-2 year installation
might be differeiit if the building
were scheduled for one location for
an 8-10 year span. Another factor to
consider is the number of relocatable
units operating at one site over any
given period. Bringing utilities to a
site for a single unit might be pro-
hibitively expensive, whereas the
same basic costs (plus a small pre-
mium) could provide comparable
utilities service to 3-4-6 relocatable
units. This is one of the reasons that
most school dist:icts move relocat-
able classrooms most frequently in
groups rather than individually.

COSTS PER SQUARE FOOT If costs
per square foot are to have any real
meaning as a measure of building
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costs, life expectancy must obviously
be a factor in the equation. On pa-
per, two buildings may be calculated
to cost $13.00 per square foot. If
one has a life expectancy of 10 years
and the other a life expectancy of 40
years, it is clear that one is substan-
tially more costly than the other.

New structural systems and the
introduction of new materials hold
promise of divisible-movable build-
ings rated for a 20, 30,or 40 year lite
span. However, it is current practice
in a majority of cases reviewed to
follow structural forms and use ma-
terials in relocatable classrooms that
either require uausually high mainte-
nance costs over the years or result
in (or should result in) retirement of
the building after a 10-15 year life.
Sometimes such buildings live on
beyond their useful life as academic
slums.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF COST SAVINGS IN

PURCHASING PRE-PLANNED AND PRE-

BUILT STRUCTURES Various fabrica-
tors and suppliers across the country
have been developing pre-planned
and pre-built structures to serve as
relocatable or "instant" school fa-
cilities. Of course these vary in
structural and design quality accord-
ing to the experience and skills of
the manufacturer and the market for
which they were designed. These
units or components can often be
factory built and factory-or-site-as-
sembled at considerable savings as
compared to custom built, one-of-a-
kind units. However, the buyer must
be willing to purchase within the
limits of the production system in
order to ,:njoy these savings. Even a
small change in specifications (i.e.,
asking for an 8'6" ceiling if a 9' height
is standard) may throw the build-
ing into a custom built category of
cost, require special handling, and
wipe out the potential saving. If the
standard building meets educational
and' code requirements in major
areas, the school buyer would do
well to re- evaluate his original speci-
fications to work within standards
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so as to enjoy whatever cost ad-
vantage he might grasp. Shopping
the building market with an ill-con-
ceived ret of specifications and/or
dealing with inexperienced or specu-
lative building entrepreneurs can be
a touchy business. A district anticipat-
ing a relocatable-classroom program
should(1) consult with architects
and planners to clearly define the
variety of uses to which the spaces
will be assigned; (2) evolve a build-
ing system standardizing heights,
sectional components, finishes and
materials, framing, utilities, installa-
tion procedures, etc.; and (3) Nher-
ever possible, place quantity orders
for buildings (perhaps in coopera-
tion with a neighboring community)
to realize dollar savings and achieve
consistent quality control that will be
difficult or impossible to achieve in
purchases of one unit at a time.

TOTAL INSTALLED COST Prices nor-
mally quoted for purchase or lease/
rental cf prebuilt units include costs
for the specified unit delivered and
erected at a site prepared by the pur-
chaser. Costs of grading, site, prep-
aration, foundation, and bringing
utilities to the site are generally paid
by the purchaser over and above the

PAYING FOR THE UNIT CLASSROOM
The system of purchasing and /or
financing relocatable school facilities
varies widely across the nation. Most
communities lump these units with
their general construction budget, fi-
nancing from capital funds. Several
districts report that they have
squeezed two or three units per year
out of operating budgets in order
to have the time advantage of get-
ting the units quickly without the
long delay of a public referendum
for building funds. Still other com-
munities have taken the question to
the voters, asking specific funds to
finance relocatable housing.

Where the need is obviously
short term ( such as providing hous-
ing during corstruction of a new
schcol or an addition to an existing
school), and where such action is
allowable by statute, some districts

cost of the unit. Entry steps are often
additional, since the need for them
is not always determined until the
specific site is chosen. The same is
true for skirting that may be needed
or desirable between the base of the
building and ground level. Land-
scaping, sidewalks and covered walk-
ways are generally the financial

prefer to rent or lease relocatable
structures. Contract payment, lease
or rental programs are offered by
many manufacturers,

Lease/rental costs for relocat-
able structures vary with the quality
of unit provided, size, facilities pro-
vided, distance from the producer's
plant, and length of contract. A real-
istic figure for the lease/rental of 800
square feet of space with heating,
lighting, wardrobe facilities, chalk-
board and tackboard, is roughly $300
per month on a three -year contract.
The inclusion of rest rooms may run
approximately $10 per month ad-
ditional; air conditioning may add
approximately $20 per month. Most
suppliers will also arrange further
options for special lighting, acousti-
cal flooring materials (carpeting),
work sinks and even complete fur-
nishings.

responsibility of the purchaser, not
the manufacturer.

The following check list will
serve as a guide to six major areas
of cost consideration to be calculated
into the initial in -place cost of relo-
catable school facilities (less mov-
able furniture):

SI I PREPARATION...costs vary with factors such as grading; type foundation;
utility hookup leads to site ( trenched or exposedmajor differential in cost);
clearing access to site
PURCHASE/LEASE/RENTAL ...cost delivered to site, erected on foundation; ex-
terior finish trim, including skirt if needed
ARCHITECTURAL PRODUCTS ...(if not included in contract price) heating-
ventilation-air-conditioning equipment; oil storage tanks for oil heat; special
lighting; storage facilities, wardrobe, and supply cabinets; chalkboard/
tackboard surfaces; drinking fountain; sink; rest rooms; water heater;
steps; entry shelter
SIDEWALKS AND COVERED WALKWAYS

LANDSCAPING... if on blacktop, consider relocatable architectural planters
SrECIAL FEES AND COSTS...architectural fees where pertinent; special per-
mits and inspections; time and costs of staff ane. outside specialists needed $

TOTA INITIAL IN-PLACE COST PER UNIT



Moving the Movable got in the path of building progress.
But when we speak of moving

'William Randolph Hearst brought the relocatable classroom, we must
an entire monastery, stone by stone, deal with the economics involved.
from Italy to the California hills for What are the complete costs of the
his baronial castle. The cost was he- move? Has the building been de-
side the point. signed to take the move with a

Other monuments and land- minimum of damage in transit?
marks have been split into sections
or disassembled and moved to is- CHECK-LIST FOR THE MOVE Fo 1 -

lands of historical safety when they lowing is a resume of the basic steps
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involved in the move of portable, mo-
bile and divisible structures ( refer-

ence to demountable units follows
the check-list). These are emphasized
on a step-by-step basis because they
include factors that otherwise may
be overlooked in calculating costs
and manpower needs bchveen the
time the building is jacked off its
original foundation and is set onto a
new foundation.

PREPARING FOR TRANSPORT

Check proposed new site for grading necessary, preparation of foundation,
access for utility hookups, site positioning of building for light and ventila-
tion as well as relationship to main plant to provide best access
Plan route of move, calculating (a) corner angles and clearance of streets
and intersections; (b) overhead clearance of trees, wires, underpasses; and
( c) clearances of bridges, hills, and legal restrictions on weight enroute
Procure license; plan police escort for move where necessary; clear time
schedule of move with local authorities where necessary
Prepare new site to receive unitfoundation in place; utility leads in posi-
tion for hookup; etc.
Disconnect utilities at building; disconnect and separate fuel oil tanks
where appropriate
Disconnect and/or remove steps and entry shelter, deep roof overhang and
supports, building skirt, covered walkways, etc.
Separate building from foundation and adjoining structures ( as a whole or
in segments)
Secure movable equipment and supplies in building, including suspended
light fixtures
Clear passage from school property and to new siteremove fences and/or
gates obstructing passage, if any
(For mobile units) Replace wheels on frame undercarriage of building.1
Attach to hauling unit or position on moving platform and move

TO RESTORE OLD SITE Disconnect utility leads from sourcerecover or bury equipment
Remove foundation above grade; regrade site
Restore fence or other equipment cleared for building passage
Restore landscaping or ground cover on original site..

AT THE NEW SITE Position structure on foundation; remove wheels or moving platform
Connect to pre-installed utility leads
Check (and repair where necessary) structural damage in transit
Install steps, entry shelter, overhang and supports, covered walkways, skirts
to foundation
Clean, restore and/or paint exterior and interior where necessary

1.01111

Loose any interior equipment secured for move; reset floor tiles at seams
( where necessary)
Final check on building equipment for health, safety, and functional per-
formance

COST SUMMARY

TOTAL COST

To summarize total costs of the move, including both staff time and contracted services:
Foundation Costs (new site and restore old site)
Utility Hookups (disconnect and connect)
Transport
Dismantle and Erect
Walks, Steps, Floor Tiles, Skirt, Overhang, etc
Special Permits, Inspections, Escorts, etc.

TOTAL COST OF THE MOVE
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Demounting Costs May Be High

Various manufactto.Pre and building
entrepreneurs have developed sys-
tems and structures which have been
tagged demountable. Their sophisti-
cation in preplanning for speed and
efficiency in erection of the building
at the site has been most impressive.
On the other hand, there has been
little experience to give a true time-
and-cost picture of the facts on
demounting and re-erecting the struc-
ture at another site. The few cases
of record indicate that since the ex-

pensive ingredient of man-hours is a
factor in disassembly and assembly
of demountable structures, the total
cost of relocating these buildings is
comparatively high.

One of the examples of a total
record of erecting a structure, de-
mounting a structure, and erecting
the same structure at a second site
with the same components has been
the experience of the Prince George's
County school district in Maryland.
School plant supervisors here report
complete recovery of all the major

components of the structure. Since
the concrete slab foundation-floor of
the structure was not originally de-
signed as an integral part of the
building and was not recoverable,
the costs of that portion of the struc-
ture were lost at the original site and
had to be repeated at the new site.
Adding this cost factor to the labor
factor involved, and comparing all
costs with costs of other building
types, school officials have turned to
the divisible-mobile type unit as the
most logical choice to satisfy their
relocatable classrooms needs.

Mobile (A)°( 11 x 40) Divis-MobileM° ° (20 x 35) Demountable (c)°(2231 x 333i)

Foundation Costs (new site and restore old site) $ 185. $ 382. $ 935.
Utility Hookups (disconnect and connect

electricity only )° 445. 122. 226.
Transport 240. 416. 105.
Dismantle and Erect (none) 224. 610.
Walks, Steps, Flow. Tiles, etc. 100. 115. 275.

TOTAL COST TO RELOCATE $ 970. $ 1,259. $2,151.

Initial In-Place Cost $7,080. $10,200. $8,302.
($16.00 ft2) ($14.50 ft2) ($10.50 ft2)

Figures taken from the budget for "relocation of demountable classrooms and trailers", 1963-64 school year, Board of Education of
Prince George's County, Upper Marlboro, Md.

"See chart at beginning of report for details of dimension and equipment.
°Costs for utility hookups always vary widely according to difficulty or ease of access to site, existing utilities, and what facilities inside the

unit may require in the way of electricity, gas, water, oil, etc.

Case Studies: Experience and Experiment

Atlanta 40
Chicago 24
Cincinnati 57

Detroit 44

Downers Grove 33

Grossmont 49 ".
Los Angeles 50

Miami 38
Minneapolis 32

New York City 56

Newark, 011M 2,8

Oakland 50
Oklahoma City 5-1

Pasadena 49
Pittsburgh 36

Richmond 57 /
San Diego 48

St. Louis 16

Tulsa 55

Tucson 42
Upper Marlboro 52J



Ch;cago: When enrollment shifts, classr ooms follow

C:liicatto, Illinois

Diu'. dirty-Atli/rile

20.00

800 ft2

11.56 ft2

30

22 ft2/student

Electric Furnace

The mobility of the Chicago student population poses
a housing dilemma in its own right. In his 1961 Annual
Report, Superintendent Benjamin Willis notes: "In
five districts that had the highest record of pupil mo-
bility, almost 40,(XX) pupils transferred out during just
two school months. . . . One school alone accounted
for almost 2,()00 transfersan average of 50 children
leaving or enrolling in that school every day during
the period in question."

While building planners attempt to anticipate en-
rollment needs in advance to accommodate a two-year
building schedule, the students often overload existing
schools in a matter of weeks. For several years the
Chicago staff studied various types of relocatable fa-
cilities which would support their program seeking to
(1) eli.ninate and/or prevent double shift; ( 2) reduce
class size or prevent increases in class size where a
rapid population shift might overload an existing
school; and (3) provide relief to overcrowding for a
six-month to two-year period until permanent facilities
might be planned arid built.

During the summer of 1961 several manufacturers
built experimental relocatable classrooms to meet
standards set by the Board (standards specifically
aimed high to avoid criticisms leveled at the tempo-
rary "bungalow" portables Chicagoans remembered
from the 1930's). The first unit was 10' x 68'and was
quickly ruled out as being too long and narrow for
effective classroom instruction. The second unit was
built in two sections, each 10' x 40', easily transport-
able and joined at the site to provide a total enclosure
20' x 40'. This divisible-mobile building served as a
prototype for the 215 unit classrooms purchased and
installed between January,1962,and the release of this
report. To date these units have been used in all areas
of the city, serving more than 40 different school sites.
Within the first year, 82 of 200 units in use had been
relocated at least once.

( EFL 's variation on the standard Chicago unit is
detailed on the following pages.)

Diyisiblemobile classrooms produced by DurcoWayne Corp.. Bourbon, Indiana plant. 30

Air Conditioning

Drinking Fountain, lest /towns

klerl/ Vaiet, Sell 47

Cedar Posts or Block Picrs

8/0,000-10,100

I2. ill

.S2.150-2,025

S-/.5.00

$11,:200-2,685

3 RI Nil 11

Limited site at ocercroteded school forces
temporary roles of units an playground.
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Four ?prototype units test new color rombinations of
aballimpul-skin exterior -bop and /1)111 or brown and tan.
both II WI rrdlife accents.
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CASE STUDY CHICAGO PAGE 26

6 Staggered alignment of building sections allows for recessed steps and covered entry.

2.3 Open sliding !call expases teacher's center
behind student.

\Vithont changing the structural s\ stem
(divisible-mobile), the materials, or the

:cost per square foot, the standard
Chicago unit classroom Nvas consider-
ably changed Icy adding 1())) It2 to the
total space, re-orienting utilities, and
staggering (rather than matching) each
of tNvo, 10'N-15 sections. Si .ne additional
costs were also added for built-in fur-
nishings ;Ind 'special lighting to improve
the functions of the spaces available.
The results illustrated in the photo-
graphs and sketches aboye; 1 lighted
teaching wall; 2 lighted, adjustable stu-
dent chalkboard: 3 teacher's center; 4
teacher's Nvardrobe; 5 student Nvardrube;
6 recessed, sheltered entry; 7 resource
project center; 8 furnace space; 9 stor-
age; 10 lighted tackboad-display walls;
11 rest rooms. \indows were re- grouped
to improve utilization of interior wall
space :mil improve exterior appearance.
Special lighting NVaS iustnlled to im-
prove illinnination ill critical visual
areas (such as chalkboards and tack-
boards) and to enhance the emotional
environment for youngsters, The ar-
peted floor treatment in one of the four
prototypes improved the acoustics.

1 lewhing IL all features su.niging chalkboard panel, «nitrolhil ihalkboard lightmg, and
shilmg uall to close Of teacher's Center and prof ide extra IL Wing sur face

32 34,
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7 Chalkboard, tockboard, and bookshelf are all
adjustable to student's needs.

I

!NM-,t:.

4

7 Adjustable overhead lighting and valanced lighting for cabinet work surface create special
atmosphere in resource/ project area.

11 Double washrooms and drinking fountain arc set
in recess at rear of classroom.

I

33

9.10 Lighted tarkboard-display walls are orerlaid
on doors to supply closets and furnace space.
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Newark: New building technology applied to school needs

it ark, Oh in

1/611t1,/,.

.30172 Ittnithh.)

/JAI) ft=

970 ft'

26- ;I ft= 'student

The official news was released in 1902the Inertial
Guidance System Ca ibrition Center of the U. S. Air
Force would begin its move from the Wright Patterson
Air Force Base in Dayton to a new site in Newark,
Ohio. By the spring of 196-!, more than 3,000 families
had been shifted to the Newark area, with more to
come. A new residential area is growing on former
farm lands. Meanwhile, the flood of new students is
being absorbed into 0 Newark school:; and those of
neighboring communities.

To alleviate the pressure until funds could be,
raised and plans drawn for the I",AV schools needed,
Newark Public Schools authorities sought a solution in
supplemental housing. Superintendent ( at that time)
Toni Southard met with a Newark building research
firm which had developed a structural system to pro-
duce factory-built, divisible building modules which
could be site-assembled on a pre-set foundation in one
day to produce a complete house or vacation cottage.
They decided jointly to seek a way to apply this new
building technology to the needs of the school com-
munity.

The recent rejection of school tax issues by the
voters made economical costs imperative. En. guid-
ance was sought in planning relocatable spaces that
would provide: (1) maximum possible case in instal-
lation and relocation; (2) a minimum of 900 square
feet per classroom for 30 students; (3) independent
rest room facilities; (4) self-contained and individ-
ually controlled heating, ventilating, air -conditioning
(if feasible), and lighting controls for each classroom;
(5) structures of such quality of design and materials
as to be a pride to the students and community.

Two prototype double-classroom units were con-
structed and installed, one at each of two elementary
school sites. The time lapse between beginning of the
foundation and placement of the last of the furnishings
in each double unit was four days. Two of the four
classrooms were equipped as special units, including
all furnishings and lighting controls considered dcsir-

Divisible "studio classrooms" developed by Building Services Research. Newark. Ohio. 34

PAM. :8

fric Ilcat l'umr

.lir I'multtioning

Salk, !tubbier, Rest lioom

leet/ie. \Voter, Sewer

11- lieurrn rnr ('omlcic Piers

able to get maximum utility out of the space available.
(One of these special units was carpeted to compare
acoustic quality of the carpeted room with the acous-
tics in the adjoining room finished with a hard surface
flooring.) The second double unit was furnilied as a
-standard- classroom, with the normal complement of
student desks and chairs, teacher's desk and wardrobe.
All four have special chalkboard lighting, wiring for
ETV reception, and a built-in sound system with four-
speaker ceiling installation.
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"Studio" clet.s.vrommv are individually identified by name and
number on bright, multicolored panl.v mart to the entrance.
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4 .1,1/,c1, roc r

3 .1111tott/itic.1/;:itir11 s/t/ti, it I IlodiNt'''11,,/

2 rim crrti r

5 If, IiI,c/pt.q1(1 (.1 tit( r

6 /min /Au/ sill/II/ stations

Teacher's center

Speria/ huiout of furnishings and arrangement
of standard cabinet units eater to skills of the
teacher in demonstration and use of audio-
visual Ceiling mounted TV assures prosier
u;cing angle for all students. Six-inch raised
platform for teacher and raised, lighted chalk-
board panels also improve sight lines and
legibility. Chalkboard panel slides to utilize
rear-screen projection facility.

36
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6 hull! ideal studs/ stations

2 Teaching center is also .
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5 licsource/project center

. rr learning venter.
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Most importantly, the furnishings (111(1 space
hmout of the room rater to the nred.s of the
student, with spares to work in groups;
urlju.+t(1Lle, lighted chalkboards; .sink and
euhinet storage in .sperially lighted areas;
resource and project areas for work in small
groups: and spares for individual .stiuln.
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Minneapolis: Experiment in building shape, materials, furnishings

II slim qi,),11. l !tit ),(,1

(C)1))111).101f)11,/,, , t1a ,1),

(C) )1110

(C) 1,1(1(1

(C) 1,210 112

(C)

/ (C) i1.11 /1.2 stud) Hi

(A) Portable I buil t 191G.19211,

(B)nertunintable (Attlee 19.5(i).

Records dating hack to 1918 report the use of "tempo-
rary,- relocatable, frame structures in the Minneapolis
Public Schools. Since that date several other types of
demountable and portable units have been installed,
but none to the complete satisfaction of school admin-
istrators. In 1960 a building research study was ini-
tiated, assigning industrial designer Harold Darr of
Minneapolis to evolve a structural system that would
allow maximum ease of relocation of a building that

(c)I)emountable (experimental)

411111.

I r. (C) t I, 1/ '11111

t (C) ( .14)ittt

(C) 110, 1(1,//,/, /.

11 ' %. (C) to (III (t 411. si II I I

I ,,).! (C) I till ( ri) r)

l",,, (c) S .1(m

(
(c) S11) so

" (C) S2.100

pertnam nt school facilities.
Frederick I till, then Assistant Superintendent in charge
Of Business visualized Lase)) 11 "with the
mobility of a sheik's h it. quickly erected, dismantled.
and moved.

attr developed a unique structure comprised of
skteen common-sized, triangular panels which would
he mass produced and pre-finished, shipped Hat to the
site. When bolted together in S-13 hours, the panels
would enclose 1100 square feet of hone space under a
vaulting, tent like shell, The first two prototypes were
erected at the Kellwood Elementary sci.00l in 1962.

The cramped, hlacktopped site at the street corner of
the pli.vground does not show the unique shape to
advantage; but interest has also focused 011 01110Va-

tion in the use of high-impact structural plasti_ sheath-
ing on interior and exterior side walls. and tinted
plastic ( glare-reducing), fixed sash, A unit heat pump
provides heating and air conditioning for each class-
room. After allocating One corner for rest rooms, a
generous 1:250 square feet of instructional space is
provided. 11111 sought En. assistance to counsel on
the ultimate classroom furnishing plan which will

serve to test new concepts of equipment and space
utilization.- Results of the furnishing plan study are
shown in photographs and drawings on the following
three pages.

Demountable structure produced by NeoplaMic Structures, Inr
Osseo, Minnesota.
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DOWNERS GROVE: VARIATION

In Downers Grove, Illinois, Superintendent Glen Pick-
erel] placed one of the sane structures on the lawn
adjacent to the high school. lie divided the 1,400
square feet of space by a center wall and thus providea
two lecture room, each 700 square feet. When and if
the building is dismantled and moved at some future
date, Dr. Pickerell visualizes use of the non-recover-
able concrete slab as a tennis court. (See chart for
details of Downers Grove unit.)
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PAGE 35 CASE STUDY MINNEAPOLIS

III

2 .wristo,/,.. /01t,.(/ siluirpit I 11110111(101.

,....so

3 .\rt science equipment wall inchides dimbh, \ink. bubbirt,
At, wage spce,.

4111111111LL'A

4 Resource/project center: movable wardrobe cabinets are backed with tackboard or pressure adhesive chalkboard surfacing material;
special lighting highlights the en ire area.

eMMIMIPM. -."

41

5 Music/audio center: movable cart at left, foreground, holds
instruments, phonograph,and earphones for private listening.
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Pittsburgh: Building prototypes test two solutions

I...( 01..n Pittsburgh, Pemisyleania

I 1/i.o. Sires full (A) Demountable (concrete) (B) (steel)

Size (A)(8) 28x72 (double)

SpIII (A)(8) 1,008 ft2

1'174-,1.1,_; (A)(8) Double nest lioums (shared)

him, 1I I 1, . i, .! (A) Electric. Gus, Water. Selecr

(8) Electric, Il'ater, Sewer

(A) l'eriuu Concrete (0) Concrete Piers

(tonal Spa,' (A)(8)896 ft2 1,11(1.21 Ill ,t (A) $26,900 (0) $23,227

//..,;fini: (A) Gas hatiae (B) Electric Funwcc ,t t (A) $26.68 (0) $23.00

ritilati,m(A)(B) Natural and Mechanical

fi

MU VI Pm; t., II lc 11 pi

(A) Demountable (concrete)

(A) Not Cuictilcited (8) $2,2.50

,,,t (A) Not Calculated (E) $.1,166 (est.)

For several years the Pittsburgh Public Schools dealt
with shifting school enrollments by transporting stu-
dents from overpopulated schools in their own neigh-
borhoods to less populated schools in other areas. This
approach was considered only stopgap. In 1961, with
the support of an EFL grant, a committee of the Board
of Education and their Consulting Committee of Ar-
chitects undertook an investigation of solutions to the
problem from two other approaches: (1) convertibility
to school use of structures planned for some other pur-
pose; and (12) relocatability of structures designed to
be moved from one place to another with it minimum
of cost and difficulty.

Results of the study of relocatability are illustrated
here. The use of portable structures was ruled out be-
cause of the difficulty of moving total units over the
steep, twisting, often narrow streets of the city. The
committee felt the dimensional limits (30 feet maxi-
mum) of standard divisible-mobile units priwided
cramped and limited educational space. After months
of planning, design, and production studies, the Board
decided to construct prototypes of two building types
a divisible steel structure (site-erected) based on a
plan for transverse sections S'x28'; and a den-muntable
concrete structure in split top-and-bottom, transverse
sections of the same dimensions (see illustration).

All of the prototypes are carpeted, to study acoustic
and thermal properties of the soft floor covering. Each
pair of classrooms is separated by a center utility core,
including double rest rooms and independent heating
unit. The L-shaped layout of the divisible units, in
four-and-two- classroom groupings, gave the oppor-
tunity to create a large classroom divided by an oper-
able partition. The enclosed passageway linking the
two buildings enables all classes to assemble in the
central double classroom without going out of doors.
Since none of the units has been relocated to date,
only estimates of these costs are 'available.

Divisible steel units built by American Bridge Division
of United States Steel; demountable concrete units built
by United Precast Structures.

42
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Miami: It began with the military influx in the 1940's

20x30

.11 r. Natural

Portable (all 19.1113) I r Now,

600 ft2

.590 ft2

\ , to i. ,r 30-0

,,t 1.5-20 112/student

.t. Oil Space Heater (floor unit)

The beginning of World War II in 1941 marked an
end to any normal pattern of growth for the Florida
area. Population figures skyrocketed with the influx
of the military and industryand the trend is still up.
Dade County School District ( including Miami ) had
approximately 70 schools in 1941; by 1963 there were
203 school plants. County population growth following
the war continued at 12 per cent each year, adding
12-15,000 students per year to school enrollment.

Shortages plagued the school administration in

those first war yearsshortage of classrooms; shortage
of materials for building; shortage of planning time;
and, of course, shortage of money to handle such heavy
demands on existing building funds. An expedient
solution to supplementary housing between 1941-43
was to build several hundred portable wood frame,
barracks-like structures which could be shifted from
one temporary site to another until permanent schools
could be planned, financed, and built. Occasionally
complete schools accommodating up to 200 students
were comprised of these frame units.

Although no new portables were purchased after
1943, some former army buildings of the same type
were given to the district in 1947-48. In spite of a
building program which has almost tripled the num-
ber of school plants in the past 20 years, it was not
until 1961 that the schools were off double session.
More than 400 of the frame buildings are still on duty
in Miami schools, shifting from site to site as the plan-
ners try to catch up with permanent housing needs.

44

1 11 \ : Electric

I ,t: t.:orwretc Block Piers

hut: 1,, st 5,5,100

I 1 $8.50

1' . 1.1r ( $75

,,;t -1( $400-650

$475-725
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To relieve overcrowding of the mum building.. .

. wartime portables are still on duty.
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Floor space heater serves needs of climate.
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Movable wall, once used to separate two single units,
removed for large group meetings.
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Atlanta: Annex for 720 pupils in 90 days

1 .t n Atlanta, Ga.

1 ,/p1 r-N, h,r, (A) Diti.vible-Mobile (8) (Npejah

',1*, (A) 20x12 (e) 20.x56

I,,, (A) 84011.2 (8) 1,120 11.2

trt (1.'1411 ',Olt (A) 81(111.2 (8) 1,09l ft.2

rtt, (A) (8) 32-35

Instrw Pi, nal . 1'v Hi (A) 23-26 ft.2/stmlent (13) 31-3411.2/4wIent .,t 1'v 1 v (A) (13)V1.70

`,1t, (..,st (A) (13) I ,300

PAGE 40

11, (A)(13) Electric Furnace (2 units)

Yt! ,Ir. (A)(e) Natural and leclianical

(A) Notir (8) Sink

hilt,' ll. 1. 1 ; ( (A) lertri (8) Electric, \Vizier, Settcr

/ r,mh. 1, r, (A) (B)l'erimter C:onereti. and Block l'irs

(rot 1,z; 1, 1,,, ( t (A) $9,828 (a) 513,10i

On June 11, 1962, the Atlanta Board of Education
called for a school to house the entire eighth grade of
a local high school, relieving the bulging enrollment
of that school by reducing its grade span from four to
three N'ears. The new annex was to be self-sufficient,
accommodating 720 pupils on a site remote from the
parent school. Opening date requiredSeptember 5,
1962, less than 90 days from the (late of the request.
The Atlanta Schools building department reviewed
the Chicago experience with divisible-mobile unit
classrooms. Specifications for the same type of struc-
ture (trailer-home framing, etc.) were let for bid and
a contract mutinied on July 9, 1962. Strip concrete
foundations were poured below grade and concrete
block piers prepared while the fabricator was con-
structing the buildings. By the middle of August the
split-classroom units were arriving at the site. By
September 5, 1962, 795 students were attending
classes at the new Howard Annex while finishing
touches were put on covered walkways, landscaping,
and plumbing hookups. By spring, 1963, there were
844 students enrolled. Shifting of school enrollments
reduced the Howard Annex to approximately 600 for
the opening of the 1963-64 session.

As an emergency solution to a school housing
need, the program illustrated here does demonstrate
an expedient approach to instant schools. Review-
ing their experience to date, local authorities feel that
relocating the units at some future date will be more
costly than originally anticipated. While housing
standards are somewhat better than exist at the older
parent school, they are well below standards of new
permanent structures in Atlanta. Educational utility suf-
fers from lack of supplementary spaces such as library,
eating facilities, and special purpose facilities (for
art, music, etc). Additional space is also needed for
administration, counselling, health facilities, and ser-
vice and maintenance utilities. There are no enclosed
physical education facilities.

46 .
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Unit (A); standard classroom, 20x42.
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TOTAL SCHOOL ANN'Lx lichicatahle)

0, lationship of Space Available, nrollment. Costs:

As' plannr.d for 720 students For peak 1.nroll. 84.1 studentsr
.'71assroom space 21,500 ft.= 30.011.2 student 25.5 11,2 student

Administration 1,120(1.2 1.5 (1.2 student 1.3 (1.2 student

Toilets shower 1.58.111.2 2.2 ft.= student 1.911.2 student

3 Walkways 1,801 11,2 0.7 11.2 student 5.8 11.2 student

Totals 29.125 (1,2 101 (1.2 student 3.1.5 (1.2:student

Total construction cost $28.1,127° ($0.80

°Not incl. architects' costs. Out-of-pocket expenses, and time of staff
administrative personneltotal est. at $.1.500-0,500.

-ottlirrit 4'Pn-IP _
Graded field nucules physical educe' ion space.

Unit (B); science, home ecorwmics units, 20x56.

Codes allow overhead power lines
less expensive than trenched leads.

Outdoor hot-tray food service from electric carts.

Toilet facilities in two separate
buildings, permanent construction.
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Thrum, Arizona

Portable

21x32 (irregular)

883 ft2

883 ft2

30

Electric Heat Pump

Campus layout of portables.

1 ' !

29 92/student

Air Conditioning

None

Electric

Concrete Pails

$8,710

i;10.0()

8500

8300100

$800-900

PAGE 4
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A Coat cabinet

B Island cabinet

C Students' cabinet

D Teacher's cabinet

E Mobile bookcases
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Ten years ago, the Engineering Department of the
Tucson Public Schools. District NO. 1. began a study
of portable classrooms by visiting buildings in other
school districts. Superintendent Hobert D. Morrow
reports: "We were never satisfied with the plan, exte-
rior or interior design. Our first experiment was made
by using a stock rectangular-type plan. The buildings
were very pleasant inside, but the exteriors were as
usualtypically nondescript. We wanted to produce a
building that would provide (1) all necessary func-
tions for good teaching and learning, plus (2) an
attractive exterior architectural design that would con-
form to the average neighborhood surroundings. We
decided to develop a plan other than the rectangle."

The first of the new buildings developed by staff
architects and engineers was built in 1962. At one end
of the building, a recess in the floor plan allows place-
ment of most of the cabinets out of the main room
Hoot area. This alcove accommodates an island cabinet
and work surface ( with sink, where desired), with
access from all four sides. A hip roof with low pitch
keeps the buildings compatible to most residential
areas. A gabled and ramped entry porch (removable
for transport) provides both protection and an added
design element. Each entrance is defined by a different
colorful plywood cutout depicting animals typical of
the Southeast. Furnishings of the interior, including
mobile bookcase-room dividers, generous chalkboard
and tackboard surfaces, and ample storage facilities,
cater to educational function.

Mob lie bookcases.

A

'41
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Detroit: Forty years of experience with portables

Detroit, Michigan

(A)(B) Portable

(A) 26,!ix71,1i (0) 2(1111.66 (both doubles)

(A)(B) Natural and Mechanical

(A)(B) Sink, Double Best Mural.% (shared)

(A)(B) Electric, Gas, Vater, Sewer

(A) 9.17 ft2 (B) 87.5 /(2 (A)(B) Perimeter Concrete and Mork Piers

(A) 696 ft2 (B) 7.5.1 ft2 f (A)(B) $ /4,800

(A)(B) 32 f (A) $15,60 (6) $ H0/0

(A) 22 ft2/tudent (B) 2.1 ft2/student ! (A)(B) $/,7.50

(A) Gas or Oil Farnace (B) Gas Parham' (A)(B) $1,.3.51).1 .500

' (A)(B) $,000-.5,200

With more than -10 scars of experience in the use of
relocatable facilities to draw from, the Detroit Public
Schools have followed a policy of steadily revising
and updating building plar,:, periodically changing to
gain from experience and incorporate technological
advances. As far back as 1920, school architects pro-
duced the "Circle A" structures, divided and moved in
three-foot modules. Then they went to an eight-foot
module, and next to a 2-Vx8-1' double-classroom build-
ing moved in three sections. Relocation of these
buildings, however, ran to approximately $12,000 per
double unit. The architects determined it would be
easier and less expensive to design and move a total
unit, especially if the building could he made more
compact.

In the 1950's, the flat-roofed, double classroom
portable became a standard. A re(uced building
height overcame problems of clearing overhead utility
lines and tree branches (luring transport through city
streets (with the older unit, costs of cutting and restor-
ing power lines sometimes ran $2-3,000 per move).
Strength and flexibility were achieved by erecting the
wood-frame structure on a steel platform.

In 1963, a still further revised double unit was
introduced, cutting five feet from the length of the
previous model, but Increasing instructional space by
more compact and efficient planning of the core for
rest rooms and mechanical equipment. The amenities
of the "studio effect" of the low-peaked roof and the
addition of the rolled entry portico were further revi-
sions. Costs remained about the same.

Experience suggests that these portable classrooms
may remain on one assigned site for five to ten years.
A building can normally be relocated and ready for
service at a new site in five working days. Estimated
life of the buildings is 30 years (although some of the
1920 structures are still in service).
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Loins: Three variations on a 28'x32" theme

PAuf 41.

St. Lours, Arsouri ll, (A)(B)(C) Ca% ['unlace

(A)(B) Demountable (C) POrtribir ,111 (A)(0)(C) Natural aml ebameal

(A)(13)(C) 2512 (pr clavyroom; (A)113)(C) N'oyir

(A)(B)(C) I 11::t., 11 I N., .1 Ai (A)(B)(C) GI)N

(A)(B)(C) i(7 ti jt2 / (A)(B) full Concrete Slab (C) /1/of b Pier% on Bid, /stop

(A)(Bn) :30-15 ,t (A) S11.0111) (8) .S11),1)01) (C) 2.1)(0

(A)(8)(c) ft2/sturlent I I I (A) '512._25 f12 (B) .$11 21) Ir2 (C) 51.i +t-

In the past five years, St. Louis School District ad-
ministrators had e been testing a variety of solutions
to problems of growing and shifting enrollment. Al
agree that more permanent schools and school addi-
tions are needed in the long run. But what to do
immediately? Should students from overcrowded
schools be transported to classrooms (if available) out-
side their neighborhood districts; or should buildings
be moved to the students?

Experience in transporting students has shown the
process is costly. For several years. more than $250,000
of operating funds has been needed for bussing ap-
proximately 4,000 students from tl.eir homes tc remote
school neighborhoods ( approximately $62.50 per stu-
dent per school Year). Furthermore, critics point out,
the bus progrom removes the child from his familiar
environment, is tiring to the student, and shortens his
school dm'.

Three variations on relocatable building studies
have also been undertaken. BeWnning with a basic
classroom size set at 28'x32', one portable building and
two types of demountable Or ,_Lures have been in-
stalled. The portables are in lividnal classroom sta-
tions; the demountables arc eitlu a dot.ble classroom
unit assembled of pre-fabricated components. or a
larger number of classrooms-in-tandem, utilizing a
curtain wall building sysiem. These variations are
shown in the accompanying photographs. Complete
details of faciliti,,s, costs. etc., appear on the chart.

Vii.

I (A) S1.211 (B) S1,5(12 (C) so7.1

Basic classroom late, ior, 28r32.

(A) Demountable
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(C) Portable

4. I
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(B) Demon Wahl('

Curtain wall structural system allows balled plan for fire cluYS'OOMS and rest roolniadministratice area, all interconnected.
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rLirIMF approval or CWICCIlatie,11 of military contracts. for the many industries in the
San Diego area can play hob with school enrollment. us well us with ta.v-
payer umcoral or refection of the .school huihling referendum. Portables,
unwed in single classroom sections, III fill the gain; in lion.sinL; needs in the
rapidly growing district

San Diego

California: Portables are standard to school housing

The ten "portable has been in the vocabulary of
California school planners since 1910. Today dis-
tricts from one end of the state to the other consider
rclocatabh housing is a standard part of their in-
ventory of classroom space.

1 lie greatest concentration of portables is in the
%.'ariner, drier, densely populated southern coastal re-
gion, rather than in the more thinly populated and
damper regions o the northern portion of the state.
Reports for the 1963-6-4 veal' show that approximately
27 per cent of all teaching stations in Los Angeles are
portable; in San Diego, almost 20 per cent. In San
Francisco the proportion is 6 per cent; in nearby Oak-
land, 25 per cent. In smaller communities such as
Pasadena and the Grossmont Union Iligh School
District, less than 5 per cent of classrooms are port-
able.

The pattern of utilization of portables is obviously
not rigid. As suggested, the temperate climate of
the south caters to both the use imd structure of port- 54

alle buildings generic to the regionframe structures
with stucco, lap siding, or wood panel exteriors;
painted or stained plywood interiors; minimal founda-
tion, or buildings set on mud sill or blacktop; minimal
required heating units (often floor mounted or over-
head space heaters): outdoor access from classroom
to classroom, with need for only a rain or sun shelter.

\\*hen such large proportions of teaching stations
in any one district are built to pre-determined speci-
fications, it follows that that district enjoys the ad-
vantages of rapid approval of building plans and a
shortened building timetable due to the familiarity
of planners with building and contracting procedures.
Advantages of mass purchase and mass production of
25, 50, or 100 identical units at a time also brings
cost benefits. If the resultant "stock-plan-look" in the
district is open to criticism, it is at least true that the
needs for "instant schools" and reduced costs have
been dealt with directly.
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Single-unit portables verve the nine schools in
the Grossmont Union High School District
near San Diego,

T

PAGE 49

All classrooms (PC) and the toilet building
(PT) at Lowell Elementary in S iti Diego are
portables; administration building (ADM) is

permanent; assembly space (A) mid kinder -
garten (K) an' "seers, -reratanent--rclorated
Ai/ rliridin each lore tiro or three sections,
All construction is new e.vcrpt for the toilet
buildings' foul .5 of the 17 portable classrooms,
which were relocated from other schools.

Deep overhung for shade and shelt'r.

1961 model, portable classrooms-in-tandem.

55

1955 model, portable classroom, double.



Los Angeles

Oakland

Rosie Los. Angeles. portable elassroonis
(double) are stud frame with plaster .stiweo
on wire mesh Ino sidcwall insulation) and
ph/ t and intcrior, Wil1f12 per elassmoin.
Insulation is in roof structure. Portable toilet
buildings (right) man in, lode storage and
janitorial space.

Latest models of Oakland's frame portables are a recision of models
Which hare been used in this halustrial district since 1910,

r
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A total etementary school of portah/es includes covered walkways, double-unit for assembly.
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Spade bettreen buildings improves retaliation.

Variation of the standard unit, adding
stucco finish exterior and full landscaping,
improves appearance considerably.
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Upper Marlboro: Tests on three building types

t'pper Marlboro, Maryland

(B) Desitottni<ilat, (C) - obiie

(B) 221ix3.33; (c) 20435

(B) 787 f12 (c) 700 112

(B) 762 112 (c) 675 to

(B)(C) 25-30

(B) 25-30 112/student (c) 22-27 fi2/student

(B)(C) Fon'ed Air Oil Furnace

As the Washington, D.C., metropolitan area spreads
farther each year in all directions, tangent county
school districts are absorbing a steady increase of
students. New housing developments are sometimes
the equivalent of total new cities (see "New Suburbs
New Cities," page 8). The expanse of some of these
once-rural counties compounds the problem of coping
with enrollment growth itself.

Prince George's County, Maryland, encompasses
an area of more than 500 square miles of countryside,
with 90,500 students scattered in 159 school plants.
In such a loosely populated area, it has proven ex-
pedient since 1960 for the Board of Education, seated
in Upper Marlboro, to use relocatable facilities to
absorb overflow enrollments in some schools until a
new school might he properly located and built. In
the past four years, they have tested mobile units (A),

11 'x40'; demountable units (B), 223 'x33 %'; and divisible-
mobile units (c), 20'x35'. Mobiles were ruled out in
the first year as being too long and narrow for effective
classroom use. Demountable structures were adequate
in this respect, but proved too costly to move (see
"Relocating Three Different Building Types," page
23). Thus, at this point, it seems the divisible-mobile
structure has proven most effective of the three types
in this district.

Demountable and dlylsiblemoblle structures produced by Panelfab Products, Inc.

58

(8)(c) Mitts nil

(B)(C) None

(B)(C) Hectric

(B) Full Concrete Slab (c)Concretc Picts and Blocks

(B) 5.8,302 (c) 10,200

(B) $10,50112 (c) $1,1,50

f (B) $800 (C) $105.220

r & (11) $105 (c) 5-116

(B) $2,151 (c) $2,259

111.111tit rill

(C) Divisible-mobile 20x35.

Divisible-mobile interior.

PAGE 52
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(B) Demountable (double), 22);x33); per classroom.

"Free" corridor is gained by . . . . . . butting overhangs of two buildings.

Foundation (C) concrete piers and blocks.
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Oklahoma City: They design and build their own portables

.ern rr Okla Ill Mia Oda/ Mina st I. I 01;11 I o ' t $12.00

I fip. .`,014( Pm. Portable I'r. ( t

2.1x36

/ I r Slane 86/ ft2

I rot 1 ( ,t S220

I 'nit /1, I., 1.t $1,7.5()

Intital .5/0,229 (See chart for complete details)

Oklahoma City's school administration had its first ex-
perience with relocatahle facilities in the late 1910's,
using surplus army buildings. They became convinced
that the concept of relocatability was valid, but felt
the frame structures \very hard to heat and ventilate
(windows too small ), and involved high maintenance
costs. In 1950 the school planners designed their first
all-steel building, using their own staff (often includ-
ing teachers) for construction during summer 1-ecess.
Groups of units are first assembled in "production line"
setup at one school site (perhaps on a large parking
lot), and then moved to the assigned schools for final
Kook -up and installation. A shelter-overhang is added
at the final site. Components are formed and pre-cut
1w the fabricator according to specifications. The only
wood in the structure is the oh -floor and wall stud-
ding.

In 1962, a group of 2$ units was built to a revised
set of specifications, incorporating changes in some
mechanical and lighting equipment to keep abreast
of advancement in these fields. Another change was
the shift to a baked enamel finish on exterior sidewalls
to reduce maintenance costs which were considered
too high with the galvanized or bonderized finishes
previously used.

PAGE 54

Units grouped in tandem on athletic field.
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Tulsa: Portables provide hedge against fluctuating enrollments

(111.,14 TIIIAII, 001111011111

lir .titructsirc Portable

24v68 doable)

ol 8pm c 8/6 ft= (per classroom)

).s.inarc 1 t S7.35

tirh l'rcomatimi Co,1 $1.187

tot Tool.spori (-0,4 $125

I rai Mien Cto/ $1692

liattal o Cost 86,000 (See chart for complete details)

In the decade 11'0111 19.18 to 1956, enrollment in the
Tillsa Public Schools almost doubled, jumping from
29.732 to 57,211. 'hi meet the increased needs for
housing in bOth existing schools and in areas of new
development, the supply of portable buildings was
increased from :33 units to 15 units. School enroll-
ments continued to climb to 7:3,541 for the 196 :3 -61
session. 13ut school authorities have found their 1956
stock of movable classrooms (approximately 16 per
cent of their 2,(i20 teaching, stations) adequate to
hedge against problems of population shift and rapid
growth.

The wood structures are staff-designed. Materials
are delivered to the site in pre-fabricated, four-foot
modular sections. Preparations of the site, utility
hook-ups, and erection are all by the school's main-
tenance department. The buildings ic. not disassem-
bled for tran:;port, but moved in double-classroom
units. Portables nun' remain on one site 8-10 Years
are seldom moved in less than two years.

The exterior of most of the units has been treated
in two colors, with white trim On sash and entry.
Where a total school is composed of portables, sev-
eral "links" i i 24'x28' or 2-1'x-18' sections may be used
to provide rest rooms and administrative space. Two-
classroom units are also often converted for library,
gymnasium, and/or cafeteria space 1w removal of the
center "all.

Double unit concerted for gymnasium use.

Dimbk, units -linked' for wing of total portable school.

1Va
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In October, 1962, the City of New York Public Schools
erected the model of a single-classroom, divisible-
mobile unit in the play yard of Public School 1 in
Queens. The prototype was designed to be moved in
two halves, each 10'x35', and joined at the site to pro-
duce a 20'x35' classroom (700 ft2) for 36 students.
After studying time-for-installation and costs on a two-
classroom, demountable unit with rest room facilities
(see chart, (AO, officials determined that the single-
classroom, divisible-mobile units would he built with-
out plumbing (see chart, (BO . The single units are
intended to be located close to the entrance of the
school they serve so that students may have access to
water and sanitary services inside the building.

A photographic report on the first move of the unit
features a ride on the stern of the "St. George" en route
from the Brooklyn side of the Brooklyn-Staten Island
ferry. The move involved a ferry trip for each half,
and ended at the site of PS 42 in Eltingville.

62
Model building produced by Panelfab Products, Inc.
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Richmond: Mobile classroorw-, "cliscolirdge perrotinent.c.-

In 1959, the Richmond, Virginia, City Schools pur-
chased a "fleet" of mobile classrooms-10 aluminum-
skin trailers, each 12'x48' with steel undercarriage and
custom interior. Superintendent Thomas C. Little
reported: "Space, although at a minimum, will COM-

fortably accommodate '30 elementary dialo'. It is

recognized by all concerned as a temporary facility,
and with its high salvage value it should encourage
rather than discourage permanent construction where
such is needed." In 1962, to improve On the long, nar-
row dimensions of the original interiors, the Richmond
schools supplemented their stock of mobiles with
divisible-mobile units 20'x35' and 20'x42', with 40-45
students assigned to each. (See chart for details.)
Units constructed by Magnolia Trailer Co.

(B) 20x35 or 20x42.

Cincinnati: New designs emphasize color

Faced with rising costs of maintaining and moving the
barracks-like portables in use for many years, Cincin-
nati Public Schools officials designed a new, divisible
structure introduced for the 1963-64 school year.
Classrooms 24'x32' provide 720 ft" of instructional
space for 30-35 students. The colorful, all-wood build-
ings can he moved in 8'x24' modules at an estimated
relocation cost of $2,500 per classroom (compared to
$5,600-8,100 to move the older-type portables).

63

(A) Mobile, 12x48.

,T
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Hexagonal, demountable classrooms, each
approximately 1,000 square feet (interior)
are illustrated here as arranged for a court
complex at the Gardena Elementary School
in the Los Angeles district. The component
system is produced by Pacific Curtainwall,
Inc., of Long Beach, California.

; 404 4. 4

Industrial uses of travelling, mobile demon-
stration units suggest adaptations for more
widespread application in public schools.
The Ekco-Alcoa "Packaging Center" is a
mobile display facility designed with unusual
attention to taste and detail. The trailer is

8'x40' and 12'6" high; seats 15 in comfort-
able, stackable chairs; air conditioned; side
and rear access; total luminous ceiling; built -
in projection equipment; walnut-paneled in-
terior; display walls and shelves.

A double-classroom, portable unit laid out to
accommodate large groups of 60-80 students
or traditional groups. of 30-40 students, has
been taken from research studies by Los
Angeles architects Fie! & Low and Associ-
ates and is being planned for production by
FcnCal, Inc., Los Angeles. The total struc-
ture is based on a steel modular component
system; estimated cost target, $15 per square
foot; 60-90 day erection schedule.

Michigan Bell Telephone uses a modified
trailer home as a mobile trainer unit for
plant construction forces. Accommodating 20
students at a sitting, the "one-room school-
house on wheels" carries equipment valued
at $10-15,000 to student audiences through-
out the state.

A divisible system of classroom transport and
construction is being pushed one step farther
or one floor higherby American Modulux
Dittsion of American Standard Cargo Con-
tamer, Hayward, California. A 1964 experi-
ment saw the 10'x32' modules stacked atop
each other to produce a two-story, relocat-
able structure.



The Mobile Book Fair is a recent innovation
by paperback distributors to bring a total
library of 20,000 books right up to the en-
trance of a school. The trailer remains on its
own wheels, is held firmly in place by stab-
ilizing jacks for a period from a few hours
to several days, according to the needs of
the students and the desires of the teachers
and administration.

A proposal by Synergetics, Inc. of Raleigh,
North Carolina, suggests helicopter transport
of geodesic domes from school to school as
classroom needs fluctuate. Also incorporated
is the use of a large dome, open at the base,
to serve as a sheltered commons area fur
satellite dome classrooms linked in pairs.

A break from the traditional "box", this de-
mountable, double-classroom 14 nit in Wayne,
Michigan, features recessed center entry to
both classrooms and unusual prow .shaped
ends. Set on a full concrete slab, the duplex
encloses 1,683 square feet, including toilet
facilities. Exterior features yellow, white and
red panels. Produced by Panelfab Products,
Inc., Miami.

A variation on the divisible-mobile structure
is the double unit illustrated here. Each of
three steel-frame sections is 10'x60'. When
loaned at the site, they produce two class-
rooms, one behind the other, each approxi-
mately 30'x30'. Developed by Mobile Rentals
Corporation, Los Angeles.
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The Terrapin Pack Unit Building 'System,
developed in England, offers still another
approach to building relocatability. When
erected, the structure is composed of modules
of approximately 25' span and 8' or 1'

The first prototype of a new divisible build-
ing designed by Chicago architects Buderis
and Sunshine for Modern Space Facilities,
Inc., Northbrook, Illinois, was erected in
March, 1964, at San Remo School, Kings
Park, Long Island. The 8'x25' or 8'x31' seg-
ments can be combined for a wide variety
of space layouts, placing utility cores, en-
tries, etc., where desired.

;t4

The concept of a completely contained,
folding building was translated as a class-
room by Transit Structures, Inc., Fullerton,
California, several years ago (sketches, left).
Further adaptation of the concept to produce
a relocatabk house for the Defense Depart-
ment and use of the U.S. Air Force was

width. The unique system of folding each
modul. allows shipment of the building in
flat packs, nested one atop the other for
transport. At .he site each pack is set
on pre-prepared footings, floor component is

I ..._.

6.0 <ia
t.:-

The unusual wedge shape of the all-wood
portable classroom plan prepared by archi-
tects Zefdlik and Harmala of Minneapolis
not only enhances the function of the edu-
cational space, but allows for interesting
arrangements of buildings on school sites,
even with sloping land contours. The units
can be placed to form straight lines, curves,
circles and serpentines with single or double
loaded corridors.

66

under the direction of architect Leon Lip-
shutz of Carl Koch & Associates, Cam-
bridge, Massachusetts. The model of the Air
Force unit (above) illustrates how the fac-
tory-finished, factory-equipped building is
hauled to the .site as a 10'x44' package, then
is unfolded to a 26'x44' structure.

released, and wall panels hinge down as the
roof is raised. A wide variety of wall panels
is available and, if desired, the floor may be
omitted. Produced by Terrapin, Limited,
Denbigh Road, Buckinghamshire, England.



PAGE 61 NEW DEVELOPMENTS

Complete plans for a 24'x4' supplementary
classroom are available from the American
Plywood Association, 1119 "A" Street, Ta
coma 2, Washington. The portable building
illustrated can be built by conventional con-
struction techniques or by a system of com-
bining pre-fabricated components.

tf

A divisible system of steel components in
10'x31' modules, with extended 8' and 2'6"
overhang', has been developed by Los
Angeles ,architects and engineers, Wexler (.7.
Perlin-Boggio. The prototype installation,
produced by Caine /Perlin Company, is
shown at the Alamitos School District in
Orange County, California. A standard class-
room is comprised of three modules, totals
910 square feet. Smaller or larger spaces can
be assembled by adding or subtracting
modules.

NI%



A Plan For the Future

Many conununities have used relocatable classrooms
as an answer to the need for growth and for rapid
adjustments ;n school housing to meet population
changes. The most serious criticism of these units
( aside from the fact that often they lack design
quality and appropriateness) has been their physical
isolation from the main stream of activity in the
parent school and their isolation from each other.
Often this isolation limits the amount of space and
facilities provided for students and teachers in these
self-contained schoolhouses to the single classroom.

There are ways that these problems can be over-
come. One approach is illustrated in the sketches that
follow. They suggest relocatable facilities t.lat are
more than a substitute for the real thing, that offer
a flexibility in school planning and utilizatio'i difficult
to achieve through traditional planning and building
methods.

Key to the plan is the convertible classroom/com-
mons corea permanent part of the main plant, con-
taining all utility leads and ready to accept growth
through addition of plug-in, relocatablc spaces as
required. Until additional space is needed, the core
itself houses several classrooms and shared demonstra-
tion facilities. As space units are added to the perim-
eter, the core fills the need for supplementary space
adjacent to the new teaching stations. The relocatable
spaces as defined here need be little more than easily
moved, handsome, structural-shell segments. Plumb-
ing, utility leads, even the heating plant could be per-
manently located in the main core.

Spaces of varying sizes might ring the core, being
changed as the teaching program changes. Truly mo-
bile facilities ( remaining on wheels ) could bring labo-
ratory equipment, visiting libraries, planetariums, or
special demonstrations to the loading dock of the pre-
sentation area for an hour, a day, or a week. If enroll-
ment at the school drops off, the relocatable spaces
might be withdrawn to another school within the
district or in a neighboring community with a similar
receiving core and with similar growth needs.

Conclusion

Relocatability has a place in school planning for the
years ahead. It fills a need now and will continue to
do so. This report has covered the subject of relocat-
able structures today. Some of them are quite good;
others, unhappily, are less satisfactory. All have been
built to try and deal with the pressing educational
problems of communities across the United States. If
this report clarifies the subject and stimulates superior
relocatable buildings for education in the future, it will
have served its purpose. Frank Carioti
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THE FOLLOWING PUBLICATIONS ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE OFFICES OF EFL:

477 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10022

BRICKS AND MORTARBOARDS A report on college planning and building; how colleges can provide enough space for the burgeoning

enrollments of this decade. (One copy free of charge. Additional copies$1.00.)

THE COST OF A SCHOOLHOUSE A review of the factors contributing

to the cost and effectiveness of schoolhousing, including planning, building, and financing.

DESIGN FOR ETVPLANNING FOR SCHOOLS WITH TELEVISION
A report on facilities, present and future, needed to accommodate instruc-
tional television and other new educational programs. Prepared for EFL by Dave Chapman, Inc., Industrial Design.

COLLEGE STUDENTS LIVE HERE A report on the what, why, and
how of college housing; reviews the factors involved in planning, building, and financing student residences.

TO BUILD OR NOT TO BUILD A study of the utilization of instructional space in small liberal arts colleges,
with a do-it-yourself workbook for the individual use of the institutions that wish to survey their own utilization levels.

THE SCHOOL LIBRARY A report on facilities for independent study,
with standards for the size of collections, seating capacity, and the nature of materials to be incorporated.

A series of reports which provide information on some of the latest developments in school planning and design.

Belaire Elementary School, San Angelo, Texas

Heathcote Elementary School, Scarsdale, New York

Montrose Elementary School, Laredo, Texas

Two Middle Schools, Saginaw Township, Michigan

Newton South High School, Newton, Massachusetts

Holland High School, Holland, Michigan

Schools for Team Teachingten representative examples
High Schools 1982educational change and architectural consequence

A series of reports which provide information on specific solutions to problems in school planning, design, and construction.

1. CONVENTIONAL GYMNASIUM VS. GEODESIC FIELD HOUSE
A comparison of cost, space, and advantages based on a case study of West Bethesda High School, Montgomery County, Maryland.

2. SPACE AND DOLLARS: AN URBAN UNIVERSITY EXPANDS
A report on the economical physical expansion of urban universities based on a case study of Drexel Institute of Technology.

3. LABORATORIES AND CLASSROOMS FOR HIGH SCHOOL PHYSICS

Chapter reprinted from Modern Physics Buildings: Design and Function.

4. A DIVISIBLE AUDITORIUM/BOULDER CITY, NEVADA
Case otudy of an auditorium that can be converted to instructional spaces by the use of soundproof, operable walls.

5. NEW CAMPUSES FOR OLD: A CASE STUDY OF FOUR COLLEGES THAT MOVED
What the decision to move means from an economic, academic, social, and physical point of view.

6. A COLLEGE HEALTH CENTER Case study of a model center for small private colleges; architectural design by Caudill, Rowlett & Scott.

7. NEW BUILDING ON CAMPUS: SIX DESIGNS FOR A COLLEGE COMMUNICATIONS CENTER Graphic representations of the

results of an architectural competiticin for a new space to house the accoutrements of instructional aids and media.

8. THE SCHOOLS AND URBAN RENEWAL: A CASE STUDY FROM NEW HAVEN

9. AIR STRUCTURES FOR SCHOOL SPORTS A study of air-supporter shelters as housing for playfields,

swimming pools, and other physical education activities.

A periodical on design questions for colleges and universities.
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